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Abstract

Recently, some classes of periodic structures have been revisited in the electro-

magnetic area. A lot of attention is being paid to periodic structures, whose

electromagnetic characteristics a,re not found in natural materials. They are

called metamaterials. Among these periodic structures are artificial'm,aqneti,c

conductors (AMCs) Ntlagnetic condnctors do not exist in nature. I-Iowever,

using periodic structures they can be synthesized to some extent. In particular,

using periodic patches or metallic gratings on a grounded dielectric slab, one

can artificially produce synthesized surfaces. Their svnthesis and application

are investigaüed in this thesis.

The transverse equivalent netrvork (TEN) model will be extended to analyze

cavity resonance antennas with artificial ground pianes in this thesis. Emplov-

ing this CAD-tool, a comprehensive study is done on the far-field properties

of cavity resonance antennas witìr artificial ground planes.



Using altificiai surfäces as the ground plane of this cla.ss of antennas. it is

shown that a compact-size high-directivity antenna can be designecl. Basica,ll-v.

one of the main achievements of this thesis is that the antenna dir-ectivity is ob-

tained as high as the conventional cavity resonance antenna having an electric

conductor ground plane. rvhile the heighi of the antenna is reduced to alnost

half. Different artificial gror"rnd planes and superstrate configurations are used

to design a number of high-gain low-profile as well as ìrigh-gain clual-bancl

dual orthogonally-polarized antennas. Effects of the polarization and angular

dependency of the reflection characteristics of tÌre artificial ground planes on

the antenna performance are demonstrated and investigated through numer-

ous rigorous exanples. The main contribution of this thesis is demonstration

of the beneficial impact of the angular and polarization depencìence of the

artificial ground planes. It is shown thai ihe fact that a,n antenna over an arti-

ficial ground plane exhibits higher directivity Lhan the cases over conventional

ground planes is mainly due to the angular and polarization dependence of

the ground planes.
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4.4 (a) An electric Ilertzian dipole ernbedded between multilayer

dielectric stlucture and above an impedance surface acting zus a

ground plane. (b) Î'ansmission line circuit representing trans-

verse equivalent network to calculate the horizontal electric field

inclucecl on the electric llertzian dipole due to the plane wave

incidence in the far-field region.

(a) A I{ertzian dipole above surf'ace impedance ground pìane

and beleath a dielectric superstrate layer. (b) TBN model

to calculate the horizontal electric field induced on the electric

Hertzia,n clipole due to the plane wave incidence in the far-field

region.

Directivity versLrs air-gap height (drl^r) ancl dielectric super-

strate thickness (drl À") for the cavity resonance antenna shown

in Fig. 4.5 rvith PBC ground piane. Superstrate relative per-

mittivity is e2 : $.3.

Radiation patterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 4.5 wiih PEC

ground piane for different superstrate relative permittivities and
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Directivity versus air-gap height (drl^o) and dielectric super-

strate thickness (drl À") for the cavity resonance antenna shown
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Radiation patterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 4.5 with PMC

ground plane fbr diflêrent superstrate relative permittivities and
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Three different unit cells as AMC building blocks. (a) AMC1,

(b) ANIC2 and (c) AIVIC3 unit cells.
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Chapter l-

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and objective of the research

Antennas play a lçey role in microwave ancl r,vireless communication systems.

Antenna perfolmance is usually evaluated based ou antenna chara,cteristics

such as gain, bandwidth and radiation patterns. Since nicrowave comnìnnica-

tion systems are usualiy massive with several integrated sub-systems. compact

and small-size components are desirable. This is especially true lvith mobile

systems, where size and weight are primary design requireurents.

Antenna researchers have been employing newly revisitecl eìectromagnetic

periodic structures to design more compact size antennas and improve their

performance. These structures are sometimes called metam,ateri,a/s. since thev

show electronagnetic behavior not found in nature. Two major classes of

metamaterials, categorized in the literature [t, Z]. are given in Figure 1.1.

They are electromagnetic band-gap-tvpe (BBG-type) structnres and double-

negative-type (DNG-type) materials. Different perspectives of metamaterial

categorization can be found in [3, 4, 5].



Figure 1.1: Two major classes of metamateliaìs accolding to [1, 2].

This thesis only deals with the EBG-type structures (Figure 1.1). In fact.

the main focus is on the artificial magnetic conductors (AN,ICs) and high

impedance surfaces (HISs) and their applications to antenna design. These

artificial surfaces or rnetasurfaces zLL-e synthesized using perioclic structnres.

These periodic structures can control propagation characteristics of electro-

magnetic fields or boundary conditions of the corresponding electromagnetic

stmcture in desirable ways [1].

The concepi of high impedance surfaces (was introduced in contrast to the

Iow impeclance sltrfaces (LISs) or highly conducting surfaces which exist in

nature a,ncl are recognized as good electric conductors (eg. copper, silver etc.).

Unlike the electric conductors or ìow impedance surfäces. magnetic conductors

or high impedance surfaces do not exist in nature. However, using periodic

structures. one is able to produce ENI surfaces which artificialiy simulate mag-

netic conductors. In fact, these surfaces act as magnetic conductors when

they are subject to an incident electromagnetic wave at a specific frequency

or frequency band. These surfaces are characterized based on their reflec-

tion properties when they are subjected to near-to-normal angle of incident

electromagnetic wave. These periodic structures are referred to as reactive
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impeclance surfaces (RISs) when they act in a mânner betwecn electric con-

cluctor atrd magnetic conductor. All the above cases are investígated based

on the reflection properties of a surface subject to incident r,vave. in a specific

fiequencv range and certain incident angles.

In this work. the main emphasis is on high-gain low-profile planar a,ntenna

anaìysis and design rtsing periodic structures. The resonance cavity antenna

will be selected as the high-gain antenna configuration and perioclic structures

such as AMC and frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) will be selected to make

this class of antennas low-profile and high-gain. Although, the same configura-

tion has been proposed in [6, 7] to design low-profile high-gain antenna design.

many design considerations and physical insights are not presentecl in the

available literature. For example, the effects of the angular and polalization

dependency of the periodic structures on the antenna, designs have not been

presented in the literature. These issues are addressed in this thesis. As rvell. a

robust model based on transverse equivalent network is presented to calculate

the far-field properties of such antennas. This model outweighs the available

full-wave analysis because it does not need large amount of computer Ìnemory

and it is not time-consuming. It is a very appropriate engineering CAD-tool

which gives an excellent estimation of far-field properties of the antennas.

L.2 Structure of this thesis

The importance of artificial magnetic conductors and reactive impedance

surfaces was introduced earlier in this chapter. These surfaces or structures

can be recognized as a subset of a wider category of so-called metamaterial

surfaces [8, 9] or meta-substrates [10].
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Chapter 2 is devoted to the analysis and design of AN,IC surfaces. Available

commercial softrvare packages offer reliable analvsis and design tools f'or such

periodic structures. In order to shed more insight into the physical phenomena

occurring in these periodic surfaces, analogy between AMC reflection prop-

erties and loaded transmission lines with reactive impedances is presented.

Different AMC designs based on different substrate dielectric permittivities

will be presented and discussed. Effects of dielectric and conductor losses r,vill

be addressed. Various designs with different metallization geometries such as

conducting square patch, square ring and Jerusalem cross bached by grounded

dielectric slab will be demonstrated and studied as rvell.

Chapter 3 deals with another class of artificial surfäces consistíng of infinitely

periodic metallic gratings on a grounded dielectric slab. This surface acts as

an AI\,IC when the applìed eìectric field component of the incident wave is per-

pendicular to the strips and as an artificial electric conductor (AtrC) when the

applied electric field component is parallel to the strips. One should note that.

for the typical double periodic unit cells introduced in Chapter 2 this does not

hold, since they show the same reflection properties independent of the prin-

cipal plane, in rvhich the applied electric field lies. Therefore, such strip-type

periodic structures are able to exhibit both AMC and AEC characteristics,

depending on the polarization and plane of incidence of the applied electro-

magnetic field. The property which distinguishes these artificial surfaces from

doubly-periodic structures introduced in Chapter 2. Subsequently, strip-type

artificial snrfaces can operate in two modes: AVIC node, and AEC mode, each

pertaining to a certain frequency, polarization, and plane of incidence.

This rvill be extensively discussed in Chapter 3. Prior to that and in order

to be able to analyze such surfaces, different full-i,vave analysis methods are
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implemented, tested and developed. In this chapter a compnter code based on

the method of moment is developed to analyze such structures. The available

NIoNI-CAD software package (Ansoft Designer) is not able to properlv analyze

such infinitely periodic structures.

Chapter 4 investigates high-gain pianar antennas rvith high-permittivity

dielectric superstrates when diffêrent types of surfaces are employecl as the

ground plane. The purpose of r"rsing high-permittivity superstrate layer is to

enhance the directivity of a planar antenna [11, 12]. On the other hand, artifi-

cial surface are used as the ground plane to reduce the profile of these antenna

[13]. The effects of application of some of these artificial surfaces on the profile

reduction of the planar antennas are investigatecl and compared to the ideal

surface ground planes such as perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) and perf'ect

electric conductor (PBC). It is shorvn that some of the synthesized ANICs are

able to reduce the profile of the antenna,s almost to half compared to the an-

tennas employing conventional PBC ground planes. As well, it is shor,vn that

using strip-type periodic structure ground plane, dual-orthogonally-polarized

compact dual-band high-gain antenna can be designed.

In the actual ANIC cases. number of the unit cells in the AN4C ground

plane ìras to be large in order for the AMC to perform properly. Since full-

wave analysis techniques, such as method of moment (MoN4), finite difference

time domain (FDTD), finite element method (FtrN4) and transmission line

matrix method (TLM) are very time-consuming and need a large amount of

cornputer rrìemory, the transverse equivalent network (TEN) model is extended

to calculate the far-field radiation properties of such antennas. This analysis

not only circumvents the computational complexity appearing in the fulì-wave

analysis methods, but it also gives insight to the physicai problem. The effects
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of the polarization and angular dependency of the artificial ground planes on

the antenna performance are studied. This study has not been addressed in

the literature and will be thoroughly explored in this thesis. One should note

that the TEN model is a useful CAD-tool in order to shed insight to the

phenomenologv of this class of antennas. This will be observed through the

rigorous study of the angular and polarization effects of the ground pianes on

the a,ntenna perfbrmance in this thesis.

Various antenna designs having different ground plane types. either actual

or ideal (PEC or PIVIC), are introduced in Chapter 4 to demonstrate the

applicability of artificial ground planes in high-gain low-profile. as weli as high-

gain dual-band antennas.

Chapter 5 investigates high-gain planar antennas witÌr highlv reflective fre-

quency selective surface (FSS) superstrates in contrast to high-permittivity

dieÌectric superstrate studied in Chapter 4. Conventional and different arti-

ficial surfaces are studied as the ground plane in tliis class of antennas. As

mentioned above, the purpose of using an AMC ground pla,ne is to ma,ke the

high-gain antenna low-profile. This idea has been proposed and investigated

using TLM-CAD (Microstripes) in [6] and [7]. Tliis concept has been also veri-

fied experimentally in [6]. As discussed for Chapter 4, the transverse equivalent

network (TEN) model is extended to calculate the far-field radiation proper-

ties of these antennas to circumvent the computational complexity and to shed

more light into the physics of the problem. This problem is comprehensively

studied in Chapter 5. The importance of the angular and polarization depen-

dence of the ground plane is again emphasized in this chapter through rigorous

analysis and exampìes. Sensitivity of the cavity resonance antennas directiv-

ity and its air-gap resonance length to the reflection magnitude of the FSS
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superstrate is another interesting issue that will be addressed in this chapter.

Various antenna designs having different ground plane types, either actual or

ideal, are introduced in Chapter 6 to demonstrate the applicability of artificial

ground planes in high-gain low-profile, as well as ìrigh-gain dual-band antennas.

Cìrapter 6 is the concluding chapter. It presents a summary of this work

and its contributions along rvith the recommendations for fïture work.



Chapter 2

Artificial Magnetic Conductors

This chapter introduces the artificial magnetic conductors (AMCs). AMCs

are oflen svnthesized using perioclic structures. In the most common form,

the.r, ale grounded dielectric slabs loacled by periodic metallic patches with or

rvithout shorting pins. These periodic structures are highly frequency depen-

clent ancl can only act as AlvICs at their corresponding resonant frequency.

In the vicinity of the resonant frequency, they show high impedance surface

characteristics.

The or-ganization of this chapter is ¿us foilows. Characteristics of perf'ect

electric conductors (PtrCs) and perfèct magnetic conductors (PNaCs) are ad-

dressed first. Next, AMCs are introduced and their implementation methods

are discussed. Then, effects of various pa,rameters such as lossy materials and

thichness of the dielectric slab in AMCs are studied. Finally, several new AMC

types a,re introduced and discussed.



2.L

I

Perfect electric conductors and perfect mag-

netic conductors

Unlike electric conductors the magnetic conductors do not exist in nature.

IJorvever, defining and characterizing magnetic conductors as the dual of elec-

tric conductors helps electromagnetic practitioners to simplify some of their

problens [14].

Boundary conditions on a perf'ect eìectric conductor (PEC) and a perfect

magnetic conductors are <1s follorvs:

PBC: ñ.x E:0,

PN4C:nxIi:0.

(2.r)

(2.2)

On the other hand. the impedance surface of a pla,ne sheet is defined as

(2.3)

wlrere E¿: lñ x (n x E)l ana H¿:lir, x (fz x r{¡¡ "t" transverse electric and

magnetic fields on the surfäce, respectively and ñ is the unit vector normal

to the surfâce. N,Iore aclvanced definition of dyadic impedance surfaces can

be f'ound in [15]. According to this clefinition, it can be seen that the surface

impedance of a PEC is zero lvhereas the surface impedance of a PMC is infinite.

Therefore, PEC and PIVIC are equivalent to short-circuit and open-circuit in

the transmission iine analogv.

To deal more convenientlv with PÐC and Pl\4C, a new definition is intro-

duced shortly based on the reflection coeffìcients in transmission line model

analogy. Consider a lossless dispersionless transmission iine with characteris-

tic inrpedance Zu, terminated by the impedance Z¡ as depicted in Figure 2.1.

Et

n
17
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Figure 2.1: Reffection coefficient in transrnission line.

The reflection coeffìcient at the load is ca,lculated as [16]

f- Zr- Zo
(2.4)Z7* Zo

Accorcling to equation 2.4, reß.ectiorì coefficients for a PBC (short-circuit)

and PNIC (open-circuited) transmission line are -1 and 1. respectively.

Therefbre one carì say: PBC and PÀ4C surfaces sholv reflection coefücient

magnitudes of unitv when they ale subjectecì to a i.vave incident upoìr them.

The reflection coefficient phase of the fbrmer is 180" whereas of the latter is

zeto.

2.2 Circuit analogy of AMC implementation

The ana,logy between ân open circuit transmission line and PMC was pre-

viouslv introduced. An open circuit is. in fact. a load impedance whose

impedance is infinite. It is l<nown tìrat practical open circuits may intro-

duce an infinite impedance only at low frequencies in an electrostatic regime.

Ilowever, this cannot be achieved perfectly at microwave frequencies due to

the fringing fields and intrinsic impeda,nce of the free space. According to cir-

cuit theory. a high impedance (ideally infinite) load can be produced, at the

vicinitv of the resonant frequencv, by a simple resonant circuit consisting of a

capacitor in paraìleì with an inductor.
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A simple parallel resonator is shou,n in Figure 2.2. The equivalent impedance

of tlris circut Z ¡ ís:

7_-uL- - jXcXL
(2 5)Xc-Xr

wlrere X6: and X¡ are the rnagnitucles of capacitive a.nd inductive loads, re-

spectively- From the circuit theory. it is knorvn that resonance occurs when

Xc: X¿. which will produce a load impedance of infinitv (open circuii). In

a conventional case, simplv Xcr is 
"-1 

and Xris La. A transmission line ter-

nrinated r.vith sucir acircuit is depicted in Fìgure 2.2 (b). The load impedance

can be easily derived as

and the reflection coefficient

ry jL,
I - LCa2

jL, 7-
1_ LCu2 "l]

tl,ü
i-ear + Lo

(2.6)

(2 7)

In phasor notation. one cân rvrite the reflection coeffìcient as

f : lfl¿:or (2 B)

lvhere

lfl :r
./ ¿, \.Þl:zr-2tan-tl;

yt'-LCu2)Zo )'

Phase of the reflection coeffìcient of loadecl tra,nsmission line (Figure 2.2 (b))

r,vith values of C :0.4 pF. L:72 nH and Zo:377 O is shorvn ir-r Figure 2.3.

As can be seen, the following special ca.ses and asymptotic conditions holcl:

1) when tÐ : 0, (Þr : 7r,

1

\,/ LU
2) when ø : (resonant frequency). Õr :0 and
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.i-\.'X¿
X,; - -d¿

(a)

Zo, þ,

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) A simple conventional resonator. (b) rellection coeflìcient of a lossless
transmission line u'hen it is terminated by a sirnple resouator.

3) wlren u) + æ) (Þt - -zr,

whicir are coìrsistent with equation (2.7). Therefore. using a resona,nt circuit,

one is able to produce a high impeclance load r'vhich resembles open circuit

at a resonant frequency. A method that will be presented shortlv, is the

implementation of a resonant circuit consisting of a capa,citor in parallel with

a distributed inductance.

As is known, an open-circuit or a short-circuit piece of transnission line

can produce a distributed reactive element. The input impedance of a lossless

transmission line with an intrinsic impedance Z¡¡. and terminated by a load

impedance 21, càr7 be obtained by [t7]

)

)\
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Figure 2.3: Reflection coefficient vs. frequency for a tvpical tl'ansmission lìne as shorvn
in Figule 2.2 with intrinsic impedance of Zs : 376.73 0- telminated by a simple resonator
with C : 0.4 pF and ,L : 124 nH. (a) Reflectìon coefficients over a rvide range of fi'equency.
(b) Zoomed reflection phase in the vicinitv of lesonant fiequencv.
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If the transmission line is terminated by a short circuit, the input impedance
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tra.nsmission line rvith
l3o : iJÇ rvhele c ìs

ilitrinsic irnpedance 2,1 :
the velocity of ìight and

Z¡,,:.jZotan¡31 (2.10)

Choosing an appropriate length l of the transmission line. one is able to pro-

duce an inductive impedance. As a typical example, consider a piece of short-

circuit transmission line with length I : 6 mm and intrinsic impedance of

Z¿: 108.77 0. It prodLrces an inductive impeda,nce in the 7-4 GHz frequency

range tlrat cân be calculated from X¿ : Z¿tan[J¿1, where IJ¿: ir/.,. c is the

velocity of light ând €r : 12. The reactance of such a structure is shown in

Figure 2.4 versus frequency. If this distributed inductive impedance is placed

in parallel with a capacitance of 0.4 pF, the equivalent circuit impedance can

be obtained from equation (2.5). This combination has been used as a ter-

mination load of a transmission line with an intrinsic impedance of 376.99 l)

as shown in Figure 2.5(a). The corresponding reflection coefficient phase is

shown in Figure 2.5(b).

lnductive impedance vs. frequency

: : : : : I : ./: :

: : : : : :/' : : :
------:--- -- -:-------:-- - -- --:------:-- -.,z--...:. --....- ------: -----

-- - --- i -' -"' :-' -' --':2/" t' - - "' i-' - - - - : - -- - - - :- - - - "'i -- -' - - :' - '''
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(a)

Refleclion coeflicienl phase F. frequency
2ñ
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(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) A transmission line. rvith Z¿ : 108.77 Q terminated by a resonator con-
sisting of a capacitol a.nd distributecl inductance made of piece of shol't circuit transmission
line. Z¿:708.77 Q, þ: iJr,, r, : L2, l:6 mtn and Z¡¡: 376.99 f^¿ (b) Reflectìon
coefficie¡rt phase in a tlansmission line shown in (a.).

2.3 AMC implementation as a surface

In the previous section, it was sholvn that using the resonance phenonlenon

of a capacitor in parallel with a short-circuit transmission line, one can in-

troduce a very high impedance Ìoad at the vicinity of resonant frequency. If

this load is placed as a termination of a transmission line, the reflection coef-

ficient phase will be zero àt the resonant frequency. Obviously, the reflection

magnitude of any reactive impedance (capacitance in parallel with an induc-

tance) is unity. The concept of analogy between transmission line models and

electromagnetic surfaces can be useful and inspiring to implement a similar

resonance structure to the one shown in Figure 2.5, in 2-D.

Lê
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In the following, implementation of a hi.qh, imped,ance surface is explained.

At the resonant frequency, where the reflection coeffìcient phase is zero, this

high impedance surfa,ce acts as an artificia,l magnetic conductor when it is

subjected to the incident plane rvave. The transmission line model analogy is

applied as follorvs.

1- The short-circuit load shown in Figure 2.5 is represented by a PBC

snrface.

2- The transmission line u'ith characteristics of Z¿, p and I is represented

by a dieÌectric slab with the same properties.

3- The capacitor shown in Figure 2.5 is represented by a capacitive screen.

The surface consisting of periodic metallic patches is called capac'it'iue screen

in a certain fiequency band [18]. [19], [20].

Eventr"rally a structure such as tìre one shown in Figure 2.6 is produced.

The transmission ìine analogy to this surface implementation was introduced

earlier in Figure 2.5(a).

A unit cell of an ANIC structure is shown in Figure 2.6(b). If this unit cell

is repeated infinitely, AMC surface will be produced, such as the one shown in

Figure 2.6(a). The periodic structures are usually assumed to be repeated in-

finitely to circumvent the computational complexity. Analysis of such peliodic

surf'aces without backed ground planes are discussed in the applied electromag-

netic literature (frequ,ency selectiue surfaces (FSSs) [18. 19, 20,27]). In fact,

periodic boundary conditions (linked boundary conditions) based on Floquet

modal analysis in conjunction with a full-wave analysis method (e.g. moment

method) are used to analyze infinite periodic arrays of conducting elements in

order to extract reflection or transmission properties of that periodic structure

[18. 19, 20,2r].

As an example, consider the unit cell of an AMC shown in Figure 2.6(b).
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Figure 2.6: Grounded dielectric slab loaded by metallic patches. (a) Artificial magnetic
conductor (AIVIC) structure u'hich is subject to the nor¡nal incident plane wâve. (b) Unit
celi of such a stlucture and the characteristics of the materials used in the stl'ncture.

The corresponding reflection coefficient phase of an AN,{C structure, consisting

of an infinite repetition of these unit cells, sub.ject to a normal incident TtrM

plane-wave is shown in Figure 2.7. The magnitude of the reflection coeffìcient

is obviously unity over the entire frequency band and is not shown for the sake

of brevity. The periodic structure sho"vs the AMC performance at the resonant

frequency, where reflection coeffìcient phase is zero. This specific frequency is

around 2.3 GÍIz as sho\Mn in 2.7.

These plots are obtâined from different softwâre packages. Good agree-

ments (less than 5% frequency shift) can be seen betrveen the obtained results

E'

u-
G)
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Figure 2.7: Reflection coefficient phase of the structule shorvn in Figule 2.6 when it is
subjected to the normal incident TEIVI plane wave.

from three different software pacl(ages based on three different computational

methods. As well, the Ansoft Designer and HFSS softwa,re packages have

been employed in 122] to analyze the infinitely repeated periodic structure in-

troduced in [23]. Since, it has been shown that the N.{oM is a vely reliable

numericaì technique in solving periodic structures [23]. mosi analyses and de-

signs throughout this work are b¿rsed on the Ansoft Designer software package

(MoM-CAD tool).

If the MoÌVl-based solution is considered as the reference, the capacitor

turns out to have the value about 0.4 pF (curve-fitting).

2.82624
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2.4 AMC bandwidth

As rvas shorvn in Figure 2.7, a grounded dielectric slab loaded by periodic

patches acts as a magnetic conductor only at the resonant frequency. When

the operating frequency is altered frorn the resonant frequency, the load is

reactive (either inductive or capacitive). For example, in Figure 2.7, when the

frequencv is lorver than 2.3 GHz the structure is inductive and when frequency

is higher than 2.3 GIlz the structure is capacitive. In the literature, AN,IC

banclwidth is usually referred to the frequency band in which the reflection

coefficient phase is between -90' and +90". This definition is viewed ancl

illustrated using Smith Chart ¿rs follows .

Assume that the Smith chart (Figure 2.8) corresponds to the surface impedance

of the structure under study. If the surface has a purely reactive impedance,

points on the unit circle correspond to its impedance. This impedance indi

cates that the surface is both impenetrable and lossless (as has been the case

in this study so far). This is because of the fact that all points inside the circle

have resistance, as well.

At first, four points are introduced on the unit circle of the Smith chart

shown in Figure 2.8, which are needed for the surface bandwidth characteri-

zatíon. The leftmost point corresponds to the PEC surface, since it has a zero

impedance. The rightmost point corresponds to the PIVÍC, since it has infinite

inrpedance. The topmost point is the one that introduces n f 2 reflection coef-

ficient phase, since its surface impedance is jl. And the bottommost point is

the one that introduces -r f 2 reflection coefficient phase, since its normalized

surface impedance is -j1. These points are shown in Figure 2.8. The right

semi-circle corresponds to the impedances that produces reflection coefficient

phase between -90" and *90', so the corresponding frequencies are in the

AMC bandwidth. When the surface impedance is in this region, the electric
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field of the reflected r,vave does not have any component with the opposite

phase to the electric field component of the incident wave.

According to this convention. the AN4C bandwidth is illustrated in Figure

2.9 for a typical reflection phase ciiagram (Figure 2.3). As illustrated, the

bandwidth is betrveen i.B Gl-Iz to 2.85 GHz.

¡ i¡12L =g \ +j1.0 High
n2B i¡nnetlance\ t'--'.
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Figure 2,8: Sru'face impedance illustration using Smith chart.
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2.5 Effects of various parameters on AMC char-

acteristics

In this section. effects of va,rious parameters such as dielectric perrnittiv-

ity. substrate thickness. losses in both metallic patches and dielectric slab and

obliqr-re iucident angles are investigated on AN¿ÍC characteristics. The oper-

ating frequency is 5 GHz and all AMC designs are targeted to show

zero reflection coefficient phase for a normal incident plane wave.

The unit cell of an infinitely periodic structure employed as an artificial

magnetic conductor is depicted in Figr"rre 2.10. As shown, ¿ is the dimension

of the patch sides. tr is the cell size (periodicity of the unit cells) and d is the

thickness of the cìielectric. Ndetallic patches and ground planes in all cases are

assumecl to be coppel with a conductivitv of 5.8 x 107 Siernens/m.

Effects of diff'erent dielectric ma,terials (e, and different dielectric thick-

nesses (d) are stucìied ba.sed on the available materials in the antenna labo-

ratory at the University of Nlanitoba. Three dift'erent thiclçnesses and three

different nateria,ls are shown in Table 2.1 and 2.2. The combination of these

materials provicìes nine different cases to study. Fol each different material,

three different thicknesses are considered and AN,ICs are designed accordingly.

Corresponding unit cell dimensions and bandwidth are listed in Tables 2.3,

2.4 and 2.5. Corresponding reflection coefficient phases and magnitudes for

these nine different cases âre shor,vn in Figures 2.11 to 2.46. These piots show

co-polarized reflection coefficients for TE' and TM' incident plane waves (z

direction is normal to the A\{C surface). The following observations are made

from the plots. Of course, these observation are based on the characterization

of these designed ANfCs (grounded dielectric slab loaded by square metalÌic

patches) and may not be valid for tìie AIVICs with other types of metallizations
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(e.g. Jerusi'rlem Closs. r'ings etc.).

1) \Vhen the substrate clielectric is tìrinner, Iarger cell and paLch sizes are

needed to produce resonallce at a certain frequency. Tiris is due to the fact

that a thin dielectric material backed by conductor introduces low inductance.

In order to compensa,te for that the capacitance value has to be larger to

maintain the same resonant fì'equency. Tìrerefore, larger unit cell and patch

sizes are emplo.ved to introduce la,rger capacitance.

2) \\ihen the substrate clielectric h¿rs lower permittivity, Iarger cell and

patch sizes are neeclecl to produce resonance at a certain frequency. This is

because of the fact that the capacitance between adjacent patches are less

r,vhen the clielectric substrate has lower relative permittivity. To compensate

for that the patch and unit cell size are needed to be larger to increase the

ca,pacitauce. Of course. rvhen the dielectric perrnittivity decreases the consti-

tutive inductance of the AN¡IC stmcture (grounded dielectric) increases by the

factor of squa,re root of rela,tirre permittivity. But the capacitance clecrea"ses

proportiona,lly.

3) Broader AN,IC bandwidths ca,n be acquired with thicker dielectrics for

the same permittivity. Also, generally. f'or the fixed thickness, lower permit-

tivity provides wider a banclwidtli.

4) The magnitude of the reflection coefficient is not unity when lossy ma-

terials are nsed in the AMC structure. As well. losses are more severe when

the dielectric substrate is thinner.

5) At the vicinity of resonant frequency loss is more pronounced. This is

consistent with the fact that at resonance. the electric fields inside the dielectric

and the surface currents on the metallic patches reach their maximum values.

Since, tlre clielectric loss represented by ae" lÈ12 and conductor loss represented

Iw i' E, the more intense the field and the current become. the more ohmic
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losses are producecl.

6) Reflection coeffìcients are both angular and polarization dependent.

Close-to-gra,zing inciclent a,ngles. the AN,IC bandividth is narrower for the TE

polalizations rvhereas u'ider f'or the TNd polarizations. Another interesting ob-

servation is the fact that the resonant fïequency increases as the incident angle

increases for both TE ancl TÀ,I poìarizations.

Figure 2.10: An Al\,lC unit cell
d is the thicl<ness of the dielectric
permeabiìity constant p,, and loss
shorvn in Tal¡les 2.1 t,o 2.1-¡.

L

-L and ¿ ale the unit cell and patch size, respectively.
substr¿rte rvitìr relative per-rnittivity constant e,., relative
ta.ngent ø. Dimensions and constitutive paramete¡s ale
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AN,IC bancì'"r'idths for the first dieìectric (m1) rvitlr

Table 2.4: Unit cell ditnensions and Al\,lC bandrvidths for the secorcl clieÌectric (m,2) rv ith
three cliffe¡ent th

I (mm) a (mm) Bandrvidth (GFIz)

d1 TB.2 16.4 0.139
d2 15.0 13.8 0.72
cls 15.0 12.r 1.33

Table 2.5: Unit cell dimensions and Al\4C banchvidths for the third dielectric (m3) t'ith
thlee clifferent th

Dielectric no. diclectric thickless (rnm)
d1 0.38
clz 1.59

d3 3.175

2: Thlee cliflerent
Dielectric no. dielectric r-elative permittivity dielectric loss tangent

ITLt ôr 0.0022
TÍLZ

co 0.0033
Tfl,t 9.8 0.002

Table 2.3: Unit cell dimensions and
thlee cliffelent thi

tr (mm) a (rnm) Bandwidth (GIIz

tr (mni) ø (rnm) Bandwidth
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ing to Figule 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dirnensions ând materials chalacter'-
istics are, cl2 attd ml, Ì'espectively.
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Figure 2.18: Co-pol¿rrized reflection coefficient magnitude for T14' incident rvave. Ac-
cording to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and matelials char'-
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Figure 2.19: Co-pola¡ized refleciion coefncient phase for 7-Ð' incident rvave. Accolding to
Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.I to 2.5. corr-esponding dimensions and rnaterials chalactelistics
ale, d3 and ml. r'espectively.
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Figure 2.20: Co-polarized ¡eflection coemcient phase for TA4" incident rvave. According
to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and mateliâls characteristics
are, d3 and mr, r'espectively.
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Figure 2,21: Co-polarized reflection coefficient magnitude for TE' incident wave. Accold-
ing to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, colresponding dimensions and rnaterials cha.r'acter'-

istics are, d3 and mr, t'espectively.
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Figure 2.22: Co-polarized reflection coefficient magnitude for TIV['incident'r/ave. Ac-
coldiììg to Figure 2.10 and Tabìes 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and materials char-
acteristics are, d3 and m1, respectively.
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Figure 2.23: Co-poìarized reflection coefÊcient phase for 7.8'
Figure 2.10 ¿urd Tables 2.1 to 2.5. corresponding dimensions
àre, d1 and m2, respectiveìy.
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Figure 2.24: Co-polarized reflection coefficient phase for TAil' incident wave. According
to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and matelials cÌraracteristics
are. d1 and m2, respectively.
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Figure 2.25: Co-polalized reflection coefficient magnitude for TE' incident wave. Accord-
ing to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and materials character-
istics are. d¡ aDd m2, respectively.
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Figure 2.26: Co-poìarized reflection coefficient magnitude for TÌ,1' incident rvave. Ac-
cording to Fìgur-e 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensìons and rnaterials char-
acteristics a.r'e, d1 and m2, respectively.
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Figure 2.272 Co-polalized reflection coefficient phase for 7-E'
Figule 2.10 and Tabìes 2.I Io 2.5, corresponding dimensions
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Figure 2.29: Co-polarized lellection coefficient magnitude for TE' incident rvave. Accord-
ing to Figule 2.10 a.nd Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dirnensions and materia,ls character-
istics ar.re, d2 i,rnd m2, respectivelv.
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Figure 2.30: Co-pol¿u'izecl reflection coefficient magnitude lor TA.l" incident wave. Ac-
cording to Figule 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and materials char-
acteristics are, d2 and m2, respectively.
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Figure 2.33: Co-polarized reflection coefficieìrt rna.grìitude lor TE' incicìent wâve. Accold-
ing to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5. correspoììcling climensions aììd må.teliåls character'-
istics ale. d3 and m2, respectively.
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Figure 2.34: Co-polarized reflection coefficient rnagnitude for TA,l" incident rvave. Ac-
cording to Figule 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5. colresponding dimensiorrs and rnaterials char-
acteristics âr'€, d3 and m2, respectively.
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Figure 2.37:. Co-polarized reflection coefficient rnagnitude lor TE' iucident u'arre. AccoLd-
ing to Figure 2.10 a.nd Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corr-esponding dimensions ancl materials chalacter'-
istics at'e, d1 and m3, respectively.
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Figure 2.38: Co-pola¡ized reflection coefficient magnit,ude for TÌ,1' incident rvave. Ac-
corcling to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corlesponding dimensions and mater'ì¿lls ch¿r.r-
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Figure 2.39: Co-polarized reflection coefficient phase for ?,Ð' incicìent rvave. Accolding to
Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.7 to 2.5, colresponding dimensions a¡rd materials characteristics
are, d2 and m3, respectively.
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Figure 2.40: Co-polarized reflection coefficient phase for ?,4,f incident rvave. Accor-ding
to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, cor-responding dimensions and materiaìs cha,l'acterìstics
are, d2 and m3, respectively.
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Figure 2.41: Co-polarized reflection coefficient rnagnitude for ?-Ð' incident wave. Accord-
ing to Figule 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, colresponding dirnensions and llatelials character'-
istics are, d,2 a,nd m3, respectively.
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Figure 2.42: Co-polarized reflection coefHcient magnitude for TItI' incident rvave. Ac-
colding to Figure 2.i0 and Tables 2.i to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and matelials cìrar-
acteristics 'ãrE, d,2 and m3, respectively.
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Figure 2.43: Co-polarized ¡eflection coefficient pìrase for ?,Ð' incident rvave. According to
Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 lo 2.5, corlesponding dimensions and materials characteristics
âre, d3 and mJ, respectively.
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Figure 2.44: Co-polarized reflection coefficient phase for TM' incident wave. Accorcling
to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and materials cìraracteristics
are, d3 and m3, respectively.
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Figure 2.45:. Co-polarized reflectioìl coeffcient ìnagnitude for TE' iucident wave. AccoÌd-
ing to Figure 2.10 and Tabìes 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dirnensions and matelials character-
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Figure 2.46: Co-polalized ¡eflection coefficient magnitude for TX,l' incident wave. Ac-
cording to Figure 2.10 and Tables 2.1 to 2.5, corresponding dimensions and rnaterials cÌrar-
acteÌistics âr'€, d3 and m3, respectively.
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2.6 AMCs with shorting pins

A grounded dielectric sÌab loaded by periodic metallic patches with shorting

pins was first introduced by Sievenpiper et. al. l24l They used the term

"high impedance surface" for this structure. According to the reflection phase

characterization shown in [2a]. this type of periodic structures acts as an AMC

at their resonant frequency and obviously is a high irnpeclance surface around

this frequency for the normal incident waves. As',r'ell, it has been shown inl2al

that this type of surfaces acts as electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) strnctures

for the incident waves at grazing angles. In this section an AN,IC with shorting

pins is dìscussed and compared with the same AMC without shorting pins.

The unit cells of an AMC with and rvithout shorting pins are depicted in

Fignres 2.a7@) and (b), respectively.

(:r)

(b)

Figure 2.47: The unit cells of an ANIC (a) rvith and (b) rvithout shorting pins. Relative
permittivity of the dielect¡ic is assumed to be 2.5.

P=8.2 uutt
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The corresponding reflection coefficient phases, for different incident an-

gles and polarizations, a,re shown in Figures 2.48 and 2.49. respectively. It is

assumed that the z-direction is normal to the surface of the structure. The

resonant frequency, is 6.1 Gllz for the normal incidence. As shown in Figures

2.48 and2.49,LheTE'refr,ection coefficient phase for different, incident angles

are the same for both periodic structures, with and without the shorting pins.

This phenomenon has also been observed for normal incidence in [25.26]. In

fact, the TB incidence does not, strongly excite the currents in the vias. How-

ever. the TM" reflection coefficients are different. The HIS resonant frequency

shifts to lower frequencies, in the periodic structure with shorting pins (Figure

2.48), while for the periodic structure without shorting pins, it shifts to higher

frequencies (Figure 2.49). The corresponding reflection coefficient magnitudes

for the above-mentioned periodic structures are close to unity and are not ad-

dressed here for brevity. According to the Al\{C bandwidth definition, it is

observed that the reflection phase of theTE'polarizations shows less angular

sensitivity than those of the TM" polarizations. As shown in Figures 2.48 and

2.49. wíth the growing oblique incidence up to 60o, the resonant frequency still

resides in the Al\4C bandwidth in the TE" polarization case. I-Iowever, this

does not occur for lheTA4'polarizations. For these structures, the cross-polar

reflection coefficient rnagnitudes, TE' and TIVI', are much lower than unitv

(< -50 dB), and âre not reported here. The periodic moment method (PIVIM)

feature of Ansoft Designer was employed to extract reflection phases shown

above [27].

A high impedance surface. consisting of 20 x 18 unit ceils, is shown in Figure

2.50. The reflection coefficient phase, rvhen this surface is illuminated as the

load of a C-band waveguide is shown in Fig. 2.a8@). The C-band waveguide

operates in its frrst propagating mode (7810). Ar shown, the measured phase
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is closer to tìre curve obtained for the uniform plane r,vave incident at 45",

rather tìran the nolmal incidence. This is because of the fact that at 6.1 GHz

(resonanb fïeqriency). the rvaveguide phase constant (Ér) ir closer to the phase

constant of the uniform plane lvave in the free space when incident at 45'. It

is calculated as f'ollorvs.

:k (2.rr)

wlrere po. k and k. are tìre r,r'avegr-ricìe pha.se constant. wavemrmber in free space

and cut off lv¿rvenumber of the rvaveguide. respectively. The first propagating

mode in the war¡egnide is 7-Ð1¡, and the standard C-band waveguide cross

section has dimensions 3.485 x I.580 cm,z.

The cut off wavennmber of the first mocle is calculated as follows (ø is the

larger side of the rectangnlar l,aveguide cross section).

,17
a

(2.12)

I{ence, the first mocle cut off wavenurnber of the standard C-band waveg-

r-ride is 5:¡ãEi'õ=z:90.1 rr¿-1. Also. the r,vave number in free space is

k: alw: 2nf
c

(2.13)

Therefore, at 6.1 GHz. the wavenumber in free space is &fijfi,4 : I27.76

-tm'.

According to the above-mentioned calculations. one can write

\f n"-Y : f lll,tkY: o'7oeo : cos(44.75").

Thus, the phase consta.nt of the waveguide at 6.1 GHz is pn : k cos(44.75").

This shor.vs that the pha^se consta,nt experienced by the HIS-EBG structure in

the waveguide at 6.1 GHz. is close to the phase constant produced by a wave

'- rYr
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Figure 2.50: ¿\N,iC sh'uctule consisting of 20 x 18 unit ceìls rvitìr dimensions shown in
Figure 2.47(a).

incident obliquelv at about 45' in fr-ee spa,ce. This can also be explained with

the fact that in a. \l/ar¡eguide. there is an equivalent oblique angle of propa-

gation of plane wâves [28]. Slight discrepancies observed in Figure 2.48 can

be explained as follou's. The cross section of the waveguide is not an integer

number of tìre unit cell size of the periodic structure. Yet, in periodic mo-

menL method sirnula,tions a,n integer nnmber of unit celis has to be considered.

One should note tha,t for- different frequencies the equivalent oblique incident

changes accordingly.

In order to investigate the operation of the periodic stmcture as an EBG,

its unit cells are placed in a TEN,I waveguicìe as shown in Figure 2.51. In the

TEM waveguide used here. top and bottom walls are PEC surfaces while the

side walls are Pl\,fC surfäces. In orcìer for the launched wave to pass through

the periodic stntctnre. from one wave-port toward tìre other, the cross section

of the TENI wavegr"ride has to be slightly larger than the unit cell height.
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The periodic structtrr-es tirat are trunca,ted to six unit cells and placed in

TEIVÍ waveguides a,re shown in Figur-e 2.51. The reflection and transmission

coeffìcients are a,lso calculated for the case of three unit cells. The results are

shown in Figure 2.52. The periodic stmcture rvith shorting pins introduces

a band-gap in the fi'equency range of 3.5-7 GFIz. lt is interesting that even

three r"rnit cells can produce such a u'ide band-gap. Figure 2.52(a). However.

the periodic structure without shorting pins does not introcluce any band-gap

within this fi'equency band. since the transmission coefficient magnitude is

almost unity in this frequency ba,nd. Figure 2.52(b).

lvave-port

(b)

Figure 2,51: Truncated periodic stluctures in TEIVI waveguides.
ing of patch rvith shorting pìns. (b) Unit cells consisting of patch
Dimensions of the unit cells are given in Figure 2.47

(a) Unit cells consist-
without shorting pius.
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In orcler to obtain tire bancì-gap in all transverse directions. irreclucible

Brillouin zone cliagrarn has to be usecl. Since the periodic structure lvithout

shorting pins does not shou, a.ny band-gap in the truncated cases. there is no

point to burden tìre cornputational load of caìcrilating the band-ga,p diagram

in the irreducible Briìlouin zone f'or this case. Therefore. only the periodic

structure ¡,vith shorting pins is considered here. This can be done by introduc-

ing two sets of linkecl periodic boundary conditions fbr the adjacent walìs of a

rectangular cylinder a.s sho.',vn in Figure 2.53(a). The two ends are terminated

by the perfêct matched laver (PI\{L) absorbing boundary condition and the

unit cell. By extracting the pertinent eigen-frequencies of this structure f'or

each set of (k,,k,,). the clispersion diagram is obtained as depicted in Figure

2.53(b). The Eigenmode solver of Ansoft IIFSS has been emploved to extra,ct

the frequencies fbr-each propagating mode, shown in Figure 2.53(b), [27]. As

can be seen, a band-gap has appeared in the fï'equency range of 5-7 GIIz. One

could expect the surface wave suppression in all directions. in this frequencv

band, if tìris engineered substrate were used a"s the ground plane [24. 29. 30].
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2.7 Other types of AMCs

In a more general sense. ANÍC structures can be obtained. backing FSSs

with a ground plane [31]. Tìrree clifferent unit cells that are building bìocl<s of

different AN,ICs are shown in Figure 2.54. Resonant frequency of all of these

ANf Cs is 9.5 GHz. Colresponding reflection coefficient phases of these unit ceils

are shown in Figr,rres 2.55 to 2.60, for a few difl'erent angles and polariza.tions.

The observations that are interesting points for the design purposes are listed

as the follows.

o Square Patch unit cells offer AX4Cs with wider bandwidths than the other

metallizations studied in this thesis. This is evident since the variation verslrs

frequency is smoother in the reflection coeffìcients corresponding to unit cell

with square metallic patcires. In contrast to patch unit cells. Jerusalem cross

offèrs the narrowest bandwidth.

¡ Metallic ring unit cells offer the smallest size whereas the Jerusalem cross

unit cells have the largest size.

o Resonant frequency shifts to higher frequencies as the incident angle

grows in alÌ cases. except for the Jerusalem cross when the incident wave is

TE-polarized.
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2.8 Conclusions

Ner,v definitions for PtrC and PMC surfaces v/ere introduced from the reflec-

tion coefficient phase perspective. These definitions are used throughout tìris

study to implement artificial magnetic conductors (AX{Cs).

Cir-cuit analogy of ANICs was introduced with the aid of transmission line

equiva,lent theory. This analogy gives physical insight to AMC design and

implementation.

A simple AIVIC structure consisting of grounded dielectric slab loaded by

periodic patches was introduced and analyzed. Basic definitions useful in AIVIC

characterization such as resonant frequency and bandwidth were pointed or.rt.

Bfl'ects of variotts parameters on AIVIC characteristics were studied. These

included thickness, permittivity and loss of the substrate dielectric as well as

unit celì periodicity and patch length.
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An AÀdC comprising periodic patches shorted to the PBC ground plane

via metallic pins r,vas studiecl and compared to its counterpart rvithout the

shorting pins. Both measured and simulated results were demonstrated and

studiecl in detail. It was shown that for the case of the unit cell with shorting

pin the ANIC resonant frequency lies in the band-gap of the structure when

it acts a.s an BBG. This phenomenon has also been observedinl24.32]. Fe.,v

other A\¡lCs consisting of conventionai FSS structures backed by a ground

plane rvere analyzed as well.



Chapter 3

Surfaces consisting of

infinitely-long periodic metallic

strips on the grounded

dielectric slab

In this chapter, scattering from grounded dielectric slabs loaded by peri-

odic metallic strips is investigated. In the literature, employing these periodic

stluctures is a way to synthesize soft/hard surfaces. The terms "soft and hard"

surfa,ces were first introduced in [33]. Thev originally come from well-known

soft and hard boundary conditions in acoustic [33]. The soft and hard bound-

ary conditions are also known as Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions

[33]. Rather than loading agrounded dielectric slab by periodìc patches, there

are other diffèrent rvays to synthesize these surfaces [33, 1]. such as intro-

clucing periodic corrrigations to the conducting surfäces. Detailed stuclies on

"soft/hard" is beyond the scope ofthis thesis and can be found in the literature

(e.s. [33, 1]).

59
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The pr-rrpose of this chapter is to introduce an artificial surface consisting

of infinitelv long uretallic strips a.s opposecl to the periodic patcìres used in

the rvell hnown AN{C cases. As was shown in tìre previous chapter, for the

studiecl AN,fCs. both TNI and TE reflection coefficient phases are zero when

the incident wave is normal. In other words. the behavior of none of those

perioclic structures. change subjected to the normai incidence whether the

applied eiectric field is x- or y-polarized. This is evident since their unit cells

are rotation¿rlly symmetric to the rotation of 90".

In contrast to tire periodic structure discussed in the previous chapter, it

rviil be shorvn in this chapter that a grounded dielectric slab loaded by infinitely

conducting periodic strips shows AEC cha,racteristics (reflection phase close to

+180') fbr B-polarized incident waves (applied electric field in parallel with

metallic strips) r,vhereas acts as AN,ÍC (reflection pirase of 0') for l-I-polarized

incident rl¡a\¡es (applied electric field perpendicula,r to the metallic strips). This

stluctttre is the most r'vell known periodic surface that is not invariant about

a 90" and hence rvill be studied in this thesis.

The term AtrC has been first introduced in this thesis as opposed to the

knorvn term AIVIC. for the structures showing reflection phase close to +180")

and magnitttde of unity. In this chapter, the assumption of reflection coefficient

magnitucle of r"rnity holds for the following reasons.

1) The material losses, both metallic ohmic and dielectric, are assumed to

be negligible.

2) No surface waves excitecl since the substrate dielectric thickness is very

thirr according to the criteria demonstrated in [17], and

3) The periodicity is less than half a wavelength at the corresponding fre-

quency. Therefore all non-specular reflection are evanescent and the specula.r

reflection carries the total reflected energy [34]. Also. the grating lobes or
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\4¡ood anomalies a,re not observed [35].

3.1 Characterization of a grounded dielectric

slabs loaded by periodic conducting grat-

ing strips

The geometrv of the problem is shown in Figure 3.1. For certain vaines

of h : 1.59 mm. 2w : 5 mm and 2d : 10 mm, the reflection coefficient

phases are shown in Figure 3.2. when the structure is subjected to normal

incidence. The relative permittivity of the dielectric substrate is assumed to be

2.5. These results are obtained using three difterent sofilvale packages based

on three cliflêrent numerical methods. The extra,ction method of leflection

phase characteristics f'or both B- and H-polarizations a,re the same f'or both

Hþ-SS (FENI-CAD) and N,IICROSTRIPtrS (TLX,I-CAD) and is described as

foiìorvs.

A unit cell of periodic structure is placed at the bottom of a TBIVI waveg-

uide as shown in Figr"rres 3.3 and 3.4. Ploper periodicity (2d : 10 mm in

this case) has to be considerecl for the unit cell in the tlansverse direction

(x-clirection in ihis ca.se). The same iength of the unit celi is selected in the

longitudinal direction of the strips (y-direction in this case). As',vell. proper

PBC or PMC waveguide side walls are set according to the electric field polar-

izalion to account for the infinite periodicity of the strips as shorvn in Figures

3.3 and 3.4. The reflection phase is calculated at the rvave-port and the proper

phase calibration is performed to tire reference case as discussed in [36,37].

As can be seen in Figure 3.2(a), there exist a resonant case for the 7-Ð3l inci-

dence for which the reflection phase is zero. Diff'erent resonant frequencies are
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Figure 3.1: Glouncled dielectric slab loacled bv infinitely-long pelioclic rnetaÌlic stlips.

obtained using difl'erent methods. However. tire resonant fì'equencv difl'erences

are less than B%. Interestingly. in the TAlu inciderìce case. TLN,I-CAD and

FBN,Í-CAD produce consistent results in the lvhole frequency region whereas

the \,IoiVI-CAD does not (Figure 3.2(b)). Results obtained from both TLM-

CAD and FtrNf-CAD shorv the reflection coeflìcient phases close to 180". as

expected for the TA(tr íncidence. According to AnsofT Designer sofTware pack-

age manual, since the "unit cell walls touch the periodic boundary conditions"

Mol\'f-CAD results are not reliable in these cases [27]. Therefore, a f'ew differ-

ent analysis methods are presented, useful to extract the reflection properties

of the grounded dielectric slab, loaded by infinitel,v-long periodic conducting

strips. The first two methods are based on modal expa,nsions of the Floquet's

mode plane waves. The fìrst one is a point ma,tching method [35] and the

second one is basically an entire-domain basis finctions rnethod [38]. The

former is studied in details for the H-polarization ca,se in section 3.2. lvhich is
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not fully studied in [35]. The latter is improved fi'om rvhat is presented in [38]

using surface currents expansions on the strips for both TE and TN,l polariza-

tions. This rvill be discussed in details in section 3.3. The results are compared

with those obtained from the method of moments (lvIoNa) code. developed by

Dr. Nfalcolm Ng l\4ou Kehn and the author of this thesis at the University of

N¡fanitoba.

3.2 Point matching method (PMM)

The point matching method has been introduced in [35]. The geometry

of the problem under study is shown in Figure 3.5. The problem solution is

decomposed into the TB (E-polarized case) and TIVI (l{-polarized case), in the

sarre rrìanner as presenied in [35].

3.2.1 TEa (H-polarized case )

The incident plane wave at incident angle á¿ has the foìlowing fields (Figure

3.5 (a)):

IÌ ¡ : û.,, H ue-i Ê"r 

"irz
(3 1)

Èo : -rî,ÍH.1,1@e.))e-iB"t"it"z - ô,lH.P"l(ueo)]e-iÞ"'"it"" (3.2)

rvhere

0o: kosin(fl);

'lo: kocos(0¿):

ko : uJ l-t,oeo (3.3)
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Figure 3.5: Grounded dielectric sìab loaded by infinitely-long peliodic ¡netallic stlips. (a)
TEa and (b) f ¡au polarization.

In the region z ) h, the reflected wave has the following fields:

.t
_____>

N

Ii,: ,îu I A,,"-tU"t"-it'G-ìt)
r¿:-N

(3.4)

(3.5)

E, :d,Ð
r¿:-N

-d" Ð
n:-N

[A,1,, f (a e 
")]e- 

i Þ *' 
"- 

i t' G - tt)

lA, 8,, f (u e,))e* i t3-t ¿- i t- k - h)
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where

l3n: þot2ntrfp. p:2d

1,, : J k'o - þ',,, for kZ > P?,

y": - j J 01- n2, fbr n?, < fl?, (3 6)

An's are unknowns to be determined. The specular reflection coeflicient is.4,o,

which is the desired coeffìcient. þ,is associated with Floquet's mode due to the

periodicity in the x direction [39]. 
^/ 

is a large number. The two expressions

for 7,'s give propagating and evanescent modes.

In the dielectric slab region, the soiution is formed in terms of upward and

downward traveling planes waves. Therefore. in the region h ) z ) 0, the

fields arc: 
N

Iiu -- d,, Ð [C,,"-tunt "*ilnz 
I D,,e-iÊ^'sin-"1 (3 7)

N

Ë¿ : ô" I l{c,,n,, I (ae))e- i Þ"' ¿* in^'
n.=-N

- ( D.n, I @ e)) e- i a-" ¿i n" "1

N

+ô" Ð ? (C.13. I @e))e- 
i t3-' ¿-il-"

n:-N

-(D,0.1 @e))e-iq",, "in"'1 (3.8)

where

nn: f k, - prn, fo, k2 > p?,

r7. : -¡ 1/ p2,- ttz. for k2 < p?,

k2 : a2 poe (3.9)
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where e is the permittivity of the dielectric siab.

Applving the boundary conditions al z :0. vanishing the tangential com-

ponent of the electric fields on the PBCs. results in:

I l{C,,n,,/(ae))¿-iø-" - (D,,q,,¡(o,e))e-iß""1- [ 4,C;= D; (3.10)

Applying the boundary conditions at z : h, for .,vhich the tangential elec-

tric field is continuous. results in:

-u^, 
N 

^^,-ttu lo ¿ iÞ"r"it"lt + t 
L1tt'ltt 

"-ißnr 
_

Q€o ,,?¡y a€o

\ l{c,n,,l(ue))e-iÞ-'s-iq"t¿ - (D,,r¡,,f (øe))e-iÞ^'"i't"t'] (3.11)
r¿:_N

Substituting (3.10) in (3.11) and mathema,tical manipulations result in:

N^^N

Ð :!"-iþæ * | {c,,n,l(ae))e-iÞ-" fein"n - s-in"l1.
l,rÉ ,, t-

tL:-N - n:-N 2j sitt(r¡_tl

Ho'fo _¡rJ-,_ e ,,."* 
"j1.tt 

(3.12)
u€o

Eventually, the relationship between the modal coefficients is:

c, : A,(3?).+-- - H"eits',72,eL'lt-j- ,' l¿t"l (3.13)'Z€orln' stn(?n/¿) ' €.6'tln' 'srn(4,h)'

where d(n) is the Kronecker delta. and defined as:

L. r¿: o
ô(") : {

I o, n+0.
(3.14)
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Two more boundary conditions can be applied to have the cornplete set of

equations. The tangential component of electric field vanishes on the metallic

strips. which resrrlts in:

- Ho'Yoe-iþot"i^rott *,,ì 1,,A,,e-iþ-' :0, -u < r 1w (3.15)

ancl the tangential components of the magnetic field must be continuous in

the slot region at boundary z : h. Therefore, it is obtainecl:

Ho¿-iÞ"'¿ir|'¡

\- lC-..-¡É" ,r 

"-i1,tt/¿ t- "-

\- A p-i(Jp -

-l D,r¿-iÞ-"ei^t't'),

d-w>ï>w or- -d+u >u >-d (3.16)

Substittiting (3.13) in (3.16) and further matìrematical manipulations result

IN:

I. A,,"-'u^'

- H o¿-iÞ"r "irlt

d-w>r>w

(, - ¡atcor(4,,À)) :
\ €o4', /

(, * ¡€t) cot(a,,n)) .
\. 6o?, /

or -d+w>r>-d (3.17)

Bquations (3.15) and (3.i7) are enforced at (21V+1)points over -d 1 r 1 d

to obtain (2¡l+ 1) equations to solve for unknown ,4,,. We choose the matching

points equally distributed over one period ofthe structure as stated in [35].

The desired refìection coeffìcient is the ratio of the tangential component
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of the electric field of the reflected ."vave to the tangential component of the

electric field of the incident lvave. for the specular mode. Therefore, it is:

rr A¡"f (ae") -A,rre:ffi:j; (3 18)

3.2.2 TMa (E-polarized case )

The incident plane wave a,t incident angle d¿ has the follorving fields (Figure

3.5(b)):

Ë¡ : d,,Eoe-jÊ"t"jt"z (3.1e)

Éi -- d,lL.-y.l @p.))e-jþæ"j1'z + cî"lÙ.l3.l (ap"o)]e-it3""sit"" (3.20)

In tlre le¡1ion z ) h. the reflectecl u'ave has the following fields:

]V

Ê,: cî,, I A,,"-t1"t"-it"k-h) (3.21)
z¿:-N

IÌ, : - d, I lA,,'r,,. I (a p""))e- 
j P-" 

"- 
it^G * It)

+rî" Ð lA,l3,l@tt.))e-iÞ""¿-it-G-D Q.22)

In tlre region h ) z ) 0, the fields are:

N

E¿: dr, Ð Lc,r"*tont"-i1nz * D,re-il3^'"it^'1 (3.23)
n:-N
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N

É,t : cî" Ð le c,,rt. I @ p"))"- i a'x 
"- 

i4-z

n:-N

* ( D,,r7,, f (w ¡t,)) e- i t3"'" ¿i'r^ "1

N

+rt t UC,¡J,,l @tto))e-iP-'' ¿ i't-"
r¿:-N

*(D,,{3,,f (a Lr,))e-iÞ-'' ¿in"') ß.24)

The presented method is studied in details in [35]. Only the tr,vo equations

to be solved for ,4,,'s are mentioned here a^s follows:

N

Eoe-iÞ-,sit"u + f A,,e-iþ-" : 0, -w < r 1 w
1J

n:-N

(3.25)

(3.26)

I ' / la6-jza"rr 1f '4""-'o'"'(1"-n 
^ - l-z " \ "' '"'-1 + e-izn"tL )l=-N \

Ep-it3",'sit,,,, (.yn + jr¡.cos(r¡,h)) .

d-u>:x>'u or -d+w>r>*d

In the same rnanner as the previons parL, equations 3.25 and 3.26 are

enforced at (21/ * 1) points over -d ( z ( d to obtain (2¡i + 1) equations to

solve for unknown,4,,. As before. uniform distributed points are chosen over

one peliod of the structure.

As indicated previously. the desired reflection coefficient is the ratio of the

tangential component of the electric field of the reflected wave to the tangential

component of the electric field of the inciclent wave, for the specuìar mode.

Therefore, it is:

lr¡,t (3.27)
Ao

Eo
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3.2.3 Verification and Numerical results

To verify the inplemented code ba.sed on PN,IN,Í . some of the results obtained

in [35] are retrieved, here- Table 3.1 shows the nolnalized power density in

mode zero for increasing number of modes f'or a, structure having 2d:0.75À,

u : d12, lt. : 2d, and rela,tive permittivity of 3 and incident angle of 0¿ : 60o.

The results are in good agreement with those reported in [35].

Variation of the normalized porver of zeroth order reflected wave against

tlre structure period for a structure having w : dl2, ÍL : 2d. and relative

permittivity of 3 (e, : ele") a,r'e sho',vn in Figures 3.6(a) and (b), for TE and

TXd waves, respectively. The incident angle is 0¿ : 60". The results are in

excellent agreeurent with those reported in [35].

The discrepanc;ies betrveen the results reported in [35] and the ones reported

here (Figures 3.6ancì Table 3.1) mav be attributed to the clifferent match points

chosen in 135] from those seìected hele.

Reflection phases obtained. using point ma.tching method (PNÍM), are

shown in Figure 3.7(a) and (b), for TB ancl TNI waves. respectively. These

reflection phases correspond to the same structrtres as studied in section 3.1.

Good agreement betrveen PNIÀ4 results and those obtained using FBM-CAD

and TL\¡I-CAD is observed in TE cases but not in Ti\d cases. In the conven-

tional periocìic structures the reflection phase decreases as frequency increases.

The results obtained by the PIVIlvf does not show this trend. so this numerical

technique is not reliable.



Table 3.1: Norma.lized porver in rnode
rnocles fol a. sh'ucture having 2d : 0.75À,
and incident zrngle of 0¡ : 60"

74

zelo (speculal modc) fol increasing number of
u : cÌ.12. h : 2d. and relative pennittivity of 3

modes FI-polarization B-polarization
0.2563 0.8871

0.2787 0.8841

0.2884 0.8831
0.2937 0.8825

0.2970 0.8822

0.2994 0.8819

31 0.3015 0.8816

0.3039 0.BBi3
0.3073 0.8807

3.3 Entire-domain basis functions

The georretry of the problem is shor.vn in Figure 3.8. It is the same as

the one introduced in the previous section. except that the parallel strips are

placed in the ry plane (z : 0) r,r'hereas in Figure 3.5, the ground piane was

laid in øy plane. Also, in orcler to keep the notation consistent with [38] the

lvave is assumecl to be propagating in the nega,tive x-clirection. The method

is analogous to the point matching method except fbr the modal expansion

of the electric surface currents on the conducting strips rather than satisfying

boundary conditions for certain points on the interface boundary. Although

the method presented in this thesis is similar to the one introduced in [38], it

has some differences which will be pointed out and discussed in the following

parts.

3.3.1 TEa (H-polarized case )

TÌre geometry of the problem is sirorvn in Figure 3.8(a). Field components

corresponding to TEa polarization in both spatial and spectraì domains are

presented in Appendix A, according to the notation used in [28]. Only the

11
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(a) TE! and (b) I'AI! polariz¿\tion. The geometly of the problem is shorvn in Figure 3.1.
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Dielectl'ic Subshate
Conrhlctor

,l

-Þ

(b)

Figure 3.8: Grounded clielectric slab loacied bv infiniteìy-ìong peliodic rnetallic strips. (a)
TEa and þ) f ttlu polalization.

tangential field cornponents tha,t are necessary for the modal expansions a,re

employed, as fbllows.

In the air region (region (1)), one can write:

N

nl,t)(r,A, z) : L S,,"ik"-:r"-ik'nz * Ilrieik*o'¿ik.o". (3.28)
¡¿:-N

\
El.r)(*,y,2) : -# (Ë -r,n,, ,¿ik,,t'¿-ik.*, + H,,ik"sejÀ'o,"rr.'"0" ) .

\n:-N 

t 4v 

)

(3.2e)

In the dielectric region (region (2)). satisfying the appropriate boundary con-

dition at z : -å. which is vanishing the tangential component of the electric

(a)

Per ioclic Clonductinq Stlips

Clcur<luctor
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fields on the lnd plane surfäce, one can write:

D Q,,"tu",,:r ("-i.'r-,2 ¡ 
"i2h-'tt"ikt"-z) 

.

( , e."tk,,,^" (-kr"n"-jh"," + k1",,,ei2k,,-tr"ikt.-

PEC gror

H{,2) (r, !1, z) :

^tr\, , QUL":'lr,u.2) : - f
"I

where

(3.30)

"))

(3 31)

k,,,: kosin(d¿) -'#

rk1,,,:lk?-k',",

ko: uJeol-Lo,

1- t^¡ù1 - ¡ù0Vc7.

Here, ,9,, and Q,, are unknown complex amplitudes to be determined and k..,,

is the phase constant associated rvith the Floquet mode due to the periodicity

along the r direction. In order to determine the aforementioned unknowns.

the appropriate boundary conditions are imposed at z : 0 as foilows:

Ell) (r,'¡1,0) (3.33)Ef,) (r,y,o)

(3.32)

(3.34)

(3.35)

H,(,\ (r, a, o) - Hl,') (r, y, o) : -J,(r,y), on the strip

0, elsewhere.

on the strip

I
I

EÍt) (r,3/, o) : o,

rvhere J,(r,ll) is the unknown surface current on the conducting strips and

can be expanded into a product of a series of cosine functions and a function
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satisfying the edge condition (vanishing the x-directed surfäce currents at the

edges) [38, 40]. For the zeroth strip, this surfäce current is:

f- ìí-j

J,(r,y) - sik'' \lr - (" ), Y.(j)" l,cos(c.,,(z + ,¿r)), Irl < tu! .tr, 
Á-'

(3.36)

(3.33)

(3.37)

wlrere au : ur l2u. Substituting equations (3.29) and (3.3i) in equation

results in

- 5,,k",, * 1""¡Hi,6(n) e,,kr",,(ei2h-JL - I)-----Tl- : -------T'

Substituting equations (3.28) and (3.30) in equation

both sides þy ¿-ik^r yields,

(3.3a) and multiplying

S n¿i G'. - k,^)" ¡ ¡7 r,i 
"i 

(k"o-4".' )rô (n)

- t e,,¿i(k"-*k..')'(1+ "izh,^tt)

"i{r'"0-k,.')" uî - (L,,f D!!o' (¡)' a, cos(a,(r + ?r)), on the strips,^ ^^,(3.38)
0, elsewhere.

Integra,ting the left hand side of the (3.38) over the period length (p : Z¿)

results in

\-
.{

_Í-t

2dQ,,(I ¡ ¿i2h'^tt¡.
(3.3e)

I :, (^i. s 
" 

¿i 
(k' - - k' 

^) 
r ¡ ¡7',í 

"i 
& * - o'^)' 

¿ @)) a'

t:,
2ds,, +

(-,,Ë

2dH,ti6(n

q."i(r""-x"^), (1 ,) *

:n

ln.
m

rn

)-
0,

¡ 
"izh-Jt

f
I
iswhere d(n) the Kroneclcer delta. On the other hand, integrating the right
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hand side of the (3.38) over the period lengih (p : Zd) yields

, ¡t-1 ?71;__1\- IqL- I' ,r=î J-w

Therefore, equating the eqr"rations (3.39) and (8.9), for rn: n. orìe obtains:

ltI *7

- Ð A,F(n,u,u,p) :2dsu + 2clH,ti6(n) - zd,Q,Q ¡ "izh'-n¡. (3.43)
u:o

where

II-l f t tur , 2rtnw\ r tur 2rnu¡1

RHS of 3.40 : - Ðry |:P:# + ?Ð'"-!Z:-?- t 
I a,6 +z¡

u:0 - L 2' p 2 p -l

f t rur , 2rnto\ 
,Jr(i _ 

"fljF(n,u.w,p) :"! l"tl7,tr,"^' +(-1) w 2^* t. ß.44)o I T-t P T- p I

The only boundary conclition left. is the one presented in equation (3.35).

l' r(er{r"-r.''"' 
l' 
\f; 1!rY

(j)" A, 
lei."r, 

+-) e- ¡ "l + 
"- 

ia "(t +u) 

"- 
i uf,l

(3.40)

The following identity presented in [40]. relating the integrals of Chebyshev

polynomials to Bessel functions. is useful to simpiify (3.a0) and other similar

equations throughout this study. as well:

1 ru T * -+1-' I [J,,(rf w)eie",/t - (!)r¿r : jlLtL ' - 
J,,., r((t¿)iTUJ_u U w çu

(3.41)

where U"(z) is the Chebychev polvnorniaì of the second kind [a1]. Oiving to

the fact that Us(r):1, rigìrt hand side of equation (3.40) is simplified to

(t )'rlr.
1-t)
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Substituting (3.29) in (3.35), yieìds:

Y. S,,k.n"ik.-s - H,,ik"oeik.o' (3.45)

Nlultiplving both sides by (- j),'"-ir'ox UI -(ff cos(ør(z + ,)), integrating

over the periodic (p:2d), and following the above-mentioned procedure in

the same manner. eventua,lly results in the following equation:

I ^9,,k,,, .F (n, ¡-r., w, p) : II ui k 
"o 

F (0, p,, w, p) (3.46)

(3.47)

trmploying equations (3.37) and (3.43) gives a relationship between ,9,,'s in

terms of the incident wave and coeffìcients A,'s as follows

where

Ln-
Iz

¡tt

+ ei2k
............".....:

* cJ'¿I
l

crl LS

It ;2
/rcr\t;,
\ /uo ,/

1Jl
s,, : - ñ+ãÐ A,r {rr, u, u, p) -, * rl-.l,u;

(H) ( (*) (i cot(2k7",,h)).

(3.48)

"h
."h

: (*)'

Substituting 3.47 in 3.46 results in

f . o, Ë .¡- a (n, u. tu, p) F (n, tt, w, p) : - H,,' k,o F (0, þ, u, r) ( :! - \_ " /_¿^, 1+c,, \,,. ,t/ :t -v .,,\1+co)
u:u tL=- Iv 

(3.4g)

In order to determine A,'s, equation (3.49) has to be used for pr : 0,I, ..., M -7
to produce a complete set of lz1 equations and AI unknowns.



3.3.2 TA[a (E-polarized case )

The geornetrl' of the problem is shown in Figure 3.8(b). Field cornponents

corresponding to the TMu polarization in both spatial and spectral domains

are presented in Appendix A, according to the notation used in [28]. As

before. only the tangential field components that are necessary for the modal

expansions are employed, as foìlows.

In the air region (region (1)), one can write:

/N \
HLt)(r,1t,?): -# ( I -Æ,,,t, ,,¿i¡',-rs-ik.,, + 8,,¿k,serÀ'",or"iÀ'0, ) .

Ào \r-:_¡,, /
(3.51)

In lhe dielectric region (region (2)). satisfying the appropriate boundary con-

dition at z : -h. which is vanishing the tangential component of the electric

fieids on the PEC ground pÌane surface, one can write:

N

Et,r) (r,u, z) : \ R,"to"^z 
"-ik.nz 

* E,,i¿lk,ot ¿ik.o".
r¿:-N

N

El,z)@,g, z) : D, P."rr-^' ("*ih.." - "i2h.^h"ih,-z) ,

n.:-N

H[2)(r,a, r) : -#¡rí

(3.50)

(3.52)

(å P,,¿ik"'(-Ä;i,n¿-rÀ', ,.' - k1"n¿izkt"^t'eikl=)) .

(3.53)

Here. -R, and P" are unknown compiex amplitudes to be determined and

the rema,ining parameters are defined as before. In order to determine these

unknowns, the appropriate boundary conditions are imposed at z : 0 as

follows:

E[t) (r, a, o) : E[2) (r, y, o) (3.54)
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H[1) 1r,y,0) - t{2) (r,11,0)

ø!,t)(r,y, o) : o,

Jr(r,ll) : eiL"o'

Jr(r,y), on the strip

0, elsewhere,

on the strip

-I-t (3.55)

(3.56)

lrl <, (3.57)

rvlrere Ju@,1ì is the nnhnown surface current on the conducting strips and

can be expanded into a product of series of cosine functions and a function

satisfying the eclge condition [40]. The physical description and reasoning of

lvhy this edge conclition can represent the surface current singularity at the

edges ha.s ìreen addressed in [42]. For the zeroth strip, this surface current is:

1 ¡/_t

/1 / r \2 lr'" '
Vt-\-/ u:o

r,vhere a, : ur l2tu. Substituting equations (3.50) and (3.52) in equation (3.54)

results in

R,, + Ei6(n) : P,,(-"i't""-1' + I) (3.58)

Substituting equations (3.51) and (3.53) in equation (3.55) and multiplying

botlr sides by e.-ì*"' yields,

Ð - f 
",, 

&,.¿ì 
(k,.^- k..,) x * E,,i si 

(k,o - k, ^), k,o6 (n)

N

+ I P,,k1"nei(k'*-k'^)a (7 + ei2h"-h)
¡¿:-N

{ -p"r(À''o-À'',.)ø ÐI=;t (¡)".1, cos(w,(r*.)), on ttre strips: ( v'-(;/- (3.59)

I o. elsewhere.\

lntegrating the left hand side of the (3.38) over the periocl length (p : Z¿)
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results in

E'i ¿i Ur',o- tr.^r, t 
"oa {n¡) O,(,Ë

Tl',,:+

-kr,,RneiG""-¡""')" +

(n) is

ng the

I-t
wìrere d

integrati

yields

- 2clk.,, R,,. + 2dk 
"o 

E,ri 6 (n)

0.

the Kronecker delta as

right hand side of the

1

2 ïr*o, ¡-** ,F -l*

1

1T'II)

At -7
RHS of 3.61 : ,pÐ

u:o

- l:r(,Ë 
p,,k1=,,ej(k'^-t"*)' (r + ¿izx'"-t',) o"

+ 2dPnk1.,,(1¡ ¿izh.-h¡. m: n 
(3.60)

m#n.

defined before. On the other hand,

(3.38) over the period length (p : Z¿)

, p,, 
lei."("+-) 

e- i?ï + e-¡."('+-l e- jtïf 
Or.

The following identity presented in [+0], relating the integrais

polynomials to Bessel functions, is useful to simplify (3.61) and

equations tluoughout this study. as well:

['' T-(r¡.¡"ic' ,I ffi¿¡: ¡"J,,((w)
¡-w ! a-\;/

*'!#)+ er),ro(+ -'ff1

where ?1,(r) is the Chebychev polynomial of the first kind [a1]. Owing

fact that 7n(z):1. right hand side of equation (3.61) is simplified to

(3.61)

of Chebyshev

other similar

(3.62)

to the

A,

(3.63)
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Therefore. eclnating the equations (3.60) and (3.63), for m,: r¿. one obtains:

Al -1

T l,(rnlto)G(n.u.'w,p): *2dlí",,Rn+2dk"o\uí6(n)+2ttP,,kr",,(7rej2kt'"À¡.
v=o 

(3.64)

rvìrere.

G(n u w 7) : ilt,rç r'#, + eÐ"ro(+ -'#r), (3 6b)

and 4¡(: ,plko) is the characteristics impedance of the free space. The only

l¡ounclary condition left, is the one presented in equation (3.56). Substituting

(3.50) in (3.56), yields:

I R,,"'*'-'- -E,,o"io'o" (3.66)
r¿:-N

À,lultipiving both sides lry (-r)ue -'À''0";6þ cos(au(rtw)). integrating ovcr'

tl-re periodic (p:2d). and foilowing the above-mentioned procedure in the

same maìlner, eventnally results in the fbllowing equation:

N

I n,,Gçn, F,a,p) : -8,,'G(0, LL,w,p) (3.67)

Emploving equations (3.58) and (3.64) gives a relationship between -R,,'s in

ternrs of the incident wave and coefficients A,'s as follows

where ô", is

br, : kr, I ktr,j coL(k1""h)). (3.6e)
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and Z, is

7,, : -k",, * kt.rj cot(1t1,,,h)).

Substittiting' (3.67) in (3.68) results in

AJ,l N

L l,, I 1#ctn.u.ti).p)G(n. tt,w,p) : 8,,'G(0, LL,u,p)
Y:U ¡¡:- -/V

(3.70)

In order to cletermine A,'s., equation 3.71 has to be used for p:0, 1,...,

to produce a, complele set of ,4y' equations and iVI unknowns.

Altlrough. the formulations for TLIlr appear very similar to those presented

in [38] , they are different in surface current expansions. In this ',vork. all surface

currents are expanded on the PBC strips satisfying the edge condition. whereas

in [38] only the surface currents in x directions âre considered, either electric

surfäce cnrrents ou the strips or magnetic surface currents on the sìots. One

of the advantages of working rvith eiectric srirfäce current is that one can gain

physical insight to the current distribution over the strips width.

3.4 Method of moment (MoM) solutions

A computer cocle developecl based on the MolVf to treat infinitely periodic

strips on multilayered dielectric is briefly explained in Appendix B. The code

basically has the subroutine GlDMULT which treats the multilayered Green's

functions [43, 44]. As well, it has a core subroutine to solve snrface integral

equations using lVIoNd and relates the coeffìcients of the surface current distri-

bution to the reflection coefficient modes. The Mol\d errploys entire-doma,in

basis functions. The entire-domain basis fïrnctions are the salrle as the ones

introduced in the previons sections and implemented by this author. The re-

sults obtained using this method along with the modal expansion method will

('torfr -r)
(3.71)

AI -r
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be discr-rssecl in the next section.

One shor-rld note that in NloÀ,I analysis the field is decomposed u'ith respect

to tlre z direction (TE" a:nd TA,["). The corresponding fie]ds ancl different

operating mocles of tìre artificial surface are shou'n in Figure 3.9.

3.5 Numerical results and Verifications

Reflection phases f'or the same structure as the one shown in Figure 3.1,

ancl f'or certain parameters of h : 1.59 mm, 2w : 5 mm and 2d : 10 mm.

are shown in Figure 3.10, rvhen the strr-rcture is subjected to norural incidence.

Bxcellent agreement (less than %5 frequencv shifT) between modal expansion

and N,IoN4 are observed. The results are also cornparecl against those obtained

using commercia,l softr,vare packages. hr gener-al. good agreement a,re observecl

between the results. For both modal expansion and l\,foN,i cases. a total number

of 20 modes for the current expansion and 61 Floquet's modes rvere considerecl.

Convergence of modal expansion and MoM

The convergence of the modal expansion method is investigatecl r,rsing difl'erent

total number of current basis functions (.Àzl) and total number of Floquet's

modes (2¡i + 1). Good convergence has been acvhieved as ,4.1 and N grows.

the Reflection phases versus frequency for four difièrent choices of ,4rl and 1ü

are shown in Figure 3.11.

The convergence of the MoM code is also investigated in the same rranner.

The total number of cnrrent basis functions (Iz1) and total number of Floquet's

modes (2^¡ + 1) are considered. Good conver-gence has been achieved as ,421

and lV grorvs. The reflection pÌrases versus frequency for four different choice

of l\,/ and N a,re shown in Figure 3.12.
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It is observed that the reflection phases due to theTE,, polariza,tion. olt-

tained using either the NloX4 code or modal expansion method. are in goocl

agreement (less than 3% frequencv shifT) . AIso. the obtained reflection pha.ses
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Figure 3.10: Reflection phases at normal incident angle, subject to the pìane u'ave rvith
(a) Tøv and (b) T'iullr polarizrltion. The structule is sirown in Figule 3.1, and parameters
a.r'e À.: 1.59 rnrn, 2u:5 rnm and 2d: 10 mm.
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due to the TAtI,, polarization are almost identical for- both methods.

Surface current distributions on the strips are shorvn in Figure 3.13. As

expected for the Fl-polarization case (T Er), the currents are in the x-clirection.

since there is no electric field component in the y-direction. The ecìge condi-

11 12 13
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(a)

11 12 13

Frequency (GHz)

(b)

Figure 3.11: ReJlection phzxes at normal incident a.ngle. subject to the plane rvave using
rnodal expansion method rvith diffelent number of basis functions and FÌoquet's modes. (a)
TEv ¿tnd (b)'tlVu polarization. The structure is shorvn in Figure 3.1, atrd palametels are
l¿ : 1.59 trltn,2u: 5 rnm and 2d: 10 mm.
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tion, which is vanishing the surface current at the edges for the currents cli-

rected perpendicularly to the strips, have been applied with the proper choice

of tlre basis functions [+0]. For the B-polarization case (T I,Iu), the currents are

-150 L

11 12 13

Frequency (GHz)

(a)

11 12 13

Frequency (GHz)

(t')

Figure 3.12: Reflection phases at nolmal incident angìe, subject to the plane t'ave using
NloM with different number of basis functions and Floquet's modes.(a) T-Ðv ancl (b) 1:A4a
polalization.The structure is shorvn in Figure 3.1, and parameters ar-e 11,:1.59 mrn. 2u :5
mrn and 2d: 10 rnm.
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ín the y-direction, since there is no electric field component in the x-direction.

The edge condition, which takes the singularity of the surface current cìirected

along the strips at the edges into account, have been applied with the proper

choice of basis functions 140, 42).
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fit i i i i ' i\.
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-25 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

Strip width (mm)

in)

Strip width (mm)

(b)

Figure 3.13: Sulface current distributions on the strip versus itslvidth, fol differ-ent number
of basis lunctions using modal expansion. The incident plane rvave is at normaì angle. (a)

Induced l./"1 due to the ?Eu polar-ization rvith (11i : tAlm).(b) Induced lJrl due to the
T'Iilv pol¿vization rvith (Ei : tV lm). The structule is shorvn in Figure 3-1, and parameters
a¡e l¿ : 1.59 tnm, 2tu : 5 rnm and 2d : 10 rnm.
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AEC/AMC ground plane characterization using Modal expansion

As the last part of the study in this chapter, the reflection pha"ses are shown

for a few different angles of incident for both TEtt and TA41t. They are ob-

tained using modal expansion methods lvith entire clomain basis functions. As

observed, both AMC and PBC-like characteristics tend to be maintained in

a noticeable fÏequency range: which means the structure is wideband in the

frequency sense. The obtained results shown in Figure 3.14 correspond to the

case with periodicity of pt : 12 mm and strip width of 2w : 7.76 mm. The rel-

ative permittivity of the dieÌectric substrate is 2.5. AII materials are assumed

to be lossless.

AEC/AMC ground plane characterization using MoM

Consider the periodic structure shorvn in Figure 3.1 rvitìr periodicity of d" : 12

mnr. strip width of l,:7.86 mm and dielectric slab thickness of t:1'6 mm.

The reflection coefficient phases versLrs frequency are shown for various incident

angles and both TE' andTA[" in Figures 3.15 and 3.16, for the x-poìarized

and y-polarized eiectric field components of the incident field, respectivelv.

One shotrld note that, at þ:0",T8" andTll4" are equivalent to /.Es and

T A[!i , respectively.

As can be seen, at 9.5 GHz, this artificial ground plane acts as an AIVIC (re-

flection phase close to zero at normal incidence) for the incident wave the with

x-polarized electric field component, while acts an AEC (reflection phase close

to 180" at normal incidence) for the incident wave with y-polarized electric

fielcl component.
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expansion with N : M : 20.(a) TEa and (b) TIl.[v polarizaT.ion. The structure is s]rown
in Figure 3.1 with periodicity of d- :12 mm, strip width of I, :7.86 ¡r¡n and dieìectric
slab thickness of ú : 1.6 rnm.
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3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter. the scattering analvsis of the infinitely-long periodic con-

ducting strips on the grounded dielectric slab was studied. This periodic struc-

ture is the most well-knorvn canonical periodic structure that is not rotation-

ally symmetric around the 90" rotation. This is in contrast to the periodic

structules introdticed in the previous chapter. If the x and the y axis were

srvitched, the unit cells introduced in the previous chapter would not change.

ln other words, the electromagnetic properties of these structures are indepen-

dent on the applied electric fieìd being in x- or y-directions. For normal inci-

dence, either the applied field is x-directed or y-directed, the surfaces worked

as an ANÍC. l-Iorvever. for the infinitely-long periodic conducting strips on the

grouncled dielectric slab this is different even for the normal incidence. It w¿rs

shown that the strip-type artificial surface introduced in this chapter, acts as

either AMC or AtrC when the electric fielcl is perpendicular or paralleì to the

strips. respectively.

Two methods lvere implementecì based on the plane wave modal expan-

sions. In the second method r,vhich was based on entire-domain basis func-

tion modal expansion, the electric surface currents was used to analyze the

E-polarized case. This requires having a new set of boundary conditions to

be satisfied. Therefore, a new formulation, cornpared to the one introduced in

[38] fbr B-polarized scattering problem was established and solved. In [38], the

expansion was instead performed based on the auxiliary magnetic surface cur-

rents across the slots between the conducting strips. As well. a computer code

b¿rsecl on the method of moment wzrs developed. The results were consistent

and in good agreement with the TLM-CAD (Microstripes) and FEM-CAD

(Ansoft HFSS) commercia,l software packages. These two commercial software

packages are inefficient in extraction of the scattering properties of the grating
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periodic structures at oblique incidence. One should note that the available

l,IoNl-CAD sofiware package (Ansoft Designer) was incapable of solving this

problem.

The obtained results of the in-house developed N,foNil code will be later

rised in this work to design novel dual-mode AN'IC/AEC ground planes. These

grouncl planes ivill find applications in dua]-band dual orthogonallv-polarized

high gain antenna designs. One shoulcl note that tìre artificial ground planes

addressed in the literature such as patches. etc.. can only act in a single AIVIC

mode.



Chapter 4

Fligh-gain Planar Antennas with

High-perruìittivity Dielectric

Superstrate and Artificial

Ground Planes

One of the antenna gain enha.ncement nethods is to place a high permit-

tivity dielectric above a, pla,nar antenna as the superstrate [11, 12]. A simple

configuration of such an antenna is depictecl in 4.1. The resonance concept

is illnstrated bv a simple transmission line analogv in Figure 4.2. In this il-

lustration, the transmission line is terminated bv short circuits (PBC). The

resonance behavior is illustrated in Figure 4.3. when the substrate is termi-

nated by an open circuit (PMC). As can be seen in Figure 4.3. the substrate

thickness is halved. This insight helps an antenna designer to reduce the height

of this class of antennas.

In this chapter. the tra,nsverse equivalent netrvork (TEN) method is intro-

duced, first. Far-field radiation properties of cavity resonaltce antenna with

99
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Figure 4.1: An electlic Hertzi¿-rn dipole enrbedded in ¿r substra.te ¿tncl covered by a super'-
strate layer. zs is tlìe position of the holizontaì eìectlic Hertzia.n dipole. B and I are the
thicknesses of the substrate and superstrate. respectively.

)-

'= rJ;E

Figure 4.2: Resonance behavior ol
using superstrate dielectric rvith high

a= 4
2jt-4

the tr¿rnsrnissiolt liue rnoclel of
pelrnittivìtv sllown in Figure 4

[ìre ¿urtenna structure
1.
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,/<_ Eelctric,ôeld
r' distribuhon
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"= l;
fì eÌectnc i<-

n = ,l? Hentn I PMC
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+- B ---+
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'- A$,tt'

Figure 4.3¡ Resonance behavìor of the transrnission ìine modeì of the antenna structure
using superstrate clieìectl'ic rvith high pelrnittivity and terminated by an opeit circuit (PX4C).
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multilayer dielectric superstrate can be investigated using the TEN method.

A Hertzian dipole is used as the excitation/receiving probe. This meLhod has

been successfully used to extract the far-field radiation patterns as lvell as

directivity of the Hertzian dipole antenna embedcled in multiiaver dielectrics

[I2,45,46]. Tire results are in good agreement rvith f'uli-rvave analvsis such

as lVioN4 [a6]. or other cornplicated mathematical rnethods based on Green's

function calculations [11 12] or lea,kv-',vave anaì-vsis [+Z]. l,toreover. full-rvave

analysis methods such as FDTD. FEN,I or N,IoÀ,Í are time-consuming and need

large amount of computer ntemory to ana,l¡rze an antenna from this cìass.

Next, tìre Hertzian dipole antenna, rvith various clielectric superstrate witìr

different permittivity are stuclied ri.4ren the ground plane is either PBC or

PMC. Finally. different ANÍC surfäces are alternatively employed as the a,n-

tenna ground plane and their eflècts on antenna far'-field radiation properties

are studied.

4.L Formulation of the problem using TEN

method

TIre geometry of the problenl is shown in Figure a.a@). When a Ilertzian

dipoìe is embedded in the multilayer dielectric strncture and subjected to the

plane wave incidence. TEN model can be used to extract the far-field radiation

pattern of the antenna. The physical description has been studied in detail

inlt2,46]. and fbr brevity are not repeated here. One should notice that Es

is evalnated due to the incident plane wave ìraving TAI" pola,rization w]rereas

-84 is evaluated due to the incident plane wave ìraving TE" polarization. Tìre

geometry of the problem can thus be simplified to the transmission line (TL)

model shown in Figure 4.4(b). This model is now appropriate to be analyzed
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bv TtrN method.

d¡¿ (/¿"¡¡, e"-v )

¡te ,= l?:i''ì ,rt ¡7';l/

I
v

¿lN,BN,R"y: Rlll
T c:r Rll'þl

]-
d.¡, þ¡, 11.,,¡: Ä:ijt

T or R'fft

d¡. (þ,*, erx)

Srrrface irn¡>crlarr<Tr: (Zî,n , ZTnn ) In

I
dt, Êt, R,t - R::l'
I or,?i{fr

Zr, - zTIt or z!:^l

Figure 4.42 (a) An electric Hertzian dipole ernbeclded between multilaver dieÌectric struc-
tut'e and above an impedance sulface acting as a ground plane. (b) Tl'a.nsrnission line circuit
rept'esetrting tlansvelse equivalent net\\'ol'ì( to ca,lcuìate tìre holizontal electric field inducecl
on the electric Hertzian dipole due to t.he pla.ne rvave incidence in the far-field regiotr.

All quantities %, -Rs, -R.¡ and 27. shown in Figure 4.4(b), a,Ìe polarization

(TNI or Ttr) and angular dependent. in general. Their corresponding relations

to the plane wave incident ângles. and constitntive parameters of the dielectric

layers for different TE and Ti\4 mode are as fbìlows

1
dt
I

Hel tziatr

(Ê'r, e"r ) It 
rliPole

t¡'IE 
- 

tvs - r

RT" : r¡ç¡l cos(o¡)

11'n

: V:u cos(d¿)

: r:/ç¡ cos(?¡)

vl,
RTNO

RTI'

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4 3)

(4 4)

RT*! :'to

þn: ko

: I;'I D or Y.?','rt

---
Frrr€r, - Sln"(üi)

Jp;ß-,:æ@J
l-Lrn€rr" - sin2 (9¿) ,Ìo : J 4tolro.

As illustrated in Figure 4.4. t,he multilayer dielectric structure is consid-
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ered as the cascaded transmission line segments terminated by the impedance

surface of the ground plane.

Given An, Bx, C¡ and D¡ as the ABCD matrix elements of the kth TL

segment, the ABCD matrix of the entire multilayer clielectric stmcture is

l;;: l
(4 5)

where A, B, C and D are the elements of the ABCD matrix of the entire

cascaded multilayer dielectric structure. The ABCD matrix of the kth TL

segment is obtained as below

l:; I 
:ü

l^r B¡

f"- D¡
I t cos(p¡.rl¡.) 7R.¡ sin(0r.dr.) 

.l

I 
- 

t jsin(p¡.cl¡,)lR,¡- cos(p¡-rl¡-) j
(4.6)

Assuming A' , B' , C' and D' a"s the elements of the transmission iine portion

belorv the dashed line, voltage I{, and I¡, can be obtained using two sets of linear

equations, expressed as

(4.7)

(4.8)

I¡, C?t"r7 be found

Vtr: V"
A'zr * B'

f x-'"o"1 :l^
IL'" I L"

lr,l l^'B'
L'l:1"'D'

By solving for 1¡¡ in (4.7), and substituting i

AS

;]l';,'")

l';,'"1
into (4.8). V¡, and

CZ¡R"+ DR"* AZT+ B
(4 e)

(4.10)
c'zr I D'-tt '" CZtR" + DR., i AZt. + B'
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4.2 Calculation of the far-field properties

The indr"rced horizontal electric field on the electric llertzia,n dipole shown

in Figure a.a@) is proportionaÌ to VÌ, [46]. The actual induced field value is

different from V¡,. Horvever, for simplicity of the calculations the maximum

induced electric field is equated to V¡,, and is calcuìated as follows

8,, -- Vr"j 
oosin d¡ (c;r cos d;*t..;' sin Ó¡). (4.11)

wlrere ("t,y¡) is the coordinate where the electric l-Iertzian dipole is located

and (0¿, @¿) specifies the incident angle. The direction of the electric Hertzian

dipole is clefined as follows:

í¡ : rcos(ót) + fi sznç4t¡¡. (4.r2)

Since the far-field radiat,ion patterns and directivity of the antenna is inde-

pendent of the magnitude of the electlic field induced on the Hertzian dipole,

(a.11) is valid for calculation of the aforementioned antenna parameters. It is

evident that if the Hertzian dipole is located at the origin. En:Vt, wilt holcl.

As mentioned before, in order to obtain E6 and Es, thev should be equated

Lo ErE and ET^t, respectively. The follo'"ving equations relates E4 and Es

ErE - E4: E¡aiqo.(d" cos(@"7) Ì d,, sin(/7))sin(d¿)

: E¡,si.n(þ¡ - óu), (4.13)

Brtuí : E6 : (E¡,a6, x tî").(d,sin(9y) cos(/.7) + Q sin(á,7) sin(@",))

: E¡"cos(þ¡ - óo), (4.I4)
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lvhere a^4n : -q.sin ót * rî,,cos@¿, a\d (ó¡,O¡) shows the direction of the

Hertzian dipole.

Throughout this study. antenna directivity is calculated using the following

formula [12]

D(0,ö): +(sinz (t¡;)lv,T " (0)l' + cos2 (¿) 
| 4T 

no (0)lr)
(4.15)

J{ 
/2 sín(0) llvï u (0)p + lvï rI (0)lrl d0

Note that the factor erp(- jkR)l4rR is suppressed in all far-field equations

above. As can be seen. in equation (4.15), the dÍrectivity and far-field radi-

ation pattern are related to the absoiute value of the field (voltages). Also,

integration in the denominator is performed only on angles. Therefore. the

suppression of the factor erp(- jkR)l4zA does not affect these two quantities

which are studied in this rvorìr.

4.3 Radiation properties study through some

exarnples

According to equations 4.13 and 4.14, far-field radiation patterns c;orre-

sponding to the x-directed Hertzian dipole placed at the origin and used as

tìre receiving probe are calculated as below

ETE : Eo:

ETAI : Eo:

-V,T" sin(@)

V,lra cos(þ)

(4.16)

(4.17)

which is consistent rvith the results obtained in [a6]. Note that I{, has been

replaced by 7", here.

In this section, aforementioried Hertzian dipole antenna, shown in Figure
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Figure 4.5: (a) A Het'tzian dipole above sulface impedance ground plane and beneath a
dielectlic superstrate layer. (b) TEN model to calculate the horizontal electric field induced
on the electric Heltzìan dipole due to the plane wave incidence in the fa.r-field region.

4.4(a), is considered with PtrC, PMC or ANÍC ground planes. Far-field ra-

diation patterns and directivity of these different antenna configurations are

studied using the TBN formulations described above.

4.3.1 Antenna with l-layer superstrate and PEC ground

plane

A two layer dielectric structure consisting of an air-gap layer (substrate

with e,1 : 1 according to [12] ) and a dielectric sr-rperstrate cover is shown

in Figure 4.5. The ground plane is assumed to be PEC, implying that the

load impedance in the transmission line model is zero (2":0). The Hertzian

dipole is embedcled in the middle of the air-gap (h: fi12).

The antenna directivity versus air-gap height and superstrate thickness is

shown in Figure 4.6, when the relative permittivity of the superstrate is 9.8

(r,r:9.8). It is observed that the maximum directivity. corresponding to the

first resonance, occurs when the air-gap height and dielectric superstrate thick-

dz jtrl. , erz )
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ness are around half wavelength and quarter wavelength, respectively. This is

consistent lvith the resonance conditions obtained in the previous chapter as

welì as the ones presented in [12]. The maximum directivities of this antenna

configuration for various superstrate Ìavers with different dielectric permit-

tivity, are listed in Table 4.1. I{orvever, for the sake of brevity, the antenna

directivity versus air-gap height and superstrate are not plotted for ail cases

othar than €rz:9.8 (Figure 4.6).

One slronld note that À" : Àsl \/-ç2. where À6 is free space lvavelength

at the operating frequency and e,2 is dielectric relative permittivity of the

superstrate, respectively.

As iisted in Table 4.1, the maximum directivity is obtained for the super'-

strate dielectric thickness of about qnarter-wavelength (- 
^"14) 

and air-gap

lreight of about half-r'vavelength (- 
^ol2). 

Corresponding radiation patterns

of the above-mentioned antenna configurations are sholvn in Figure 4.7.

4.3.2 Antenna v/ith l-layer superstrate and PMC ground

plane

When the ground plane is Pl\4C in Figure 4.5(a), the load impedance in the

transnission line model is imaginarv infinity (Zt:7oo). Hertzian probe is

placed on the PMC ground plane (l¿ : 0), as the maximum voltage V, occurs

at this height when the load is an open circuit (Figure 4.3).

Table 4.1: Antenna di¡ectivities for PEC ground pìane and different dielectric superstlate
perrnittivities. Anlennas conhguration is shorvll irr .F'igule 4.5

er I]irectivity at first resonance rlrlÀ (dBi) dzl À"

9.8 16.88 0.49 0.26

8.8 16.45 0.49 0.26

6.8 75.46 0.49 0.25

5.5 74.62 0.49 0.24
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Figure 4.7: R.acliatioìr p¿ìtteÌrs of the antenna sÌrown in Fig. 4.5 with PEC ground plane
for diffelent superstr'¿ìte relat,ive perrnittivities and thicknesses listed in Tabìe 4.1

The antenna dilectivity versus air-gap heigìrt and superstrate thickness is

shown in Figure 4.8. when the relative permittivity of the superstrate is 9.8

(e"z : 9.8). It is observed that the maximum dírectivity, corresponding to

the first resonance. occurs when the air-gap height and dielectric superstrate

thickness are both around corresponding quarter wavelength. The maximum

directivities of this a,ntenna configuration for various superstrate layers with

difl'erent dielectric permittivity, are listed in Table 4.2. However, for the sake

of brevit¡r. the antenna directivity versus air-gap height and superstrâte âre

not plotted for all other cases except for the case with €,2:9.8 (Figure 4.8).

As listed in Table 4.2, the maximum directivity is obtained for the dielectric

thickness and air-gap height of about quarter wavelength of their pertaining

nredium. na,mely. (- 
^"14) 

and (- Àol4), respectively. Corresponding radi-

ation patterns of the above-mentioned antenna configurations are shown in

Figure 4.9.
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Therefbre. using a PN'IC surfâce as the ground plane, the air-gap height can

be reduced bv half. This size reduction (low profile design) is at the expense

of a,bout 3 dB gain loss. These results are consistent with those presented in

[13], although finite clielectric superstrate has been used in [13].

t5

1D

5

D

E

-10

-15

Elevation angle (deg.)

Figure 4.9: Radiation pattelrs of tìre antenna. shorvn in Fig. 4.5 with PMC ground pÌane
for clifferent superstr-âte lelative pelrnittivities and thicknesses listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Antenna. directivities for Pl\,lC glound plane ancl diffelent dielectric snpelstrate
permittivities A .tenrìas conhsulatioil is slrown in ure 4.5.

eî Directivity a,t first resonance ¿dllÀ (dBi) dzl À"

9.8 14.18 0.25 0.23

8.8 13.77 0.25 0.23

6.8 i2.85 0.24 0.25

5.5 12.IT 0.24 0.24
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4.3.3 Antenna with 1-layer superstrate and AMC ground

plane

As mentioned before. Pj\,fC cloes not exist in na,ture. Therefbre. in practicaì

applications AN'IC is nsed. in the follorving part. the antenna configura,tion

shown in Figule 4.5(a) rvith AN,f C ground plane is considered. First, a fêw

AÀdC stmcture is designecl fbr the cìesired frequencv. Tìren, the radiation

patterns of the a,ntenna sholvn in Figure 4.5(a) are stuclied. wìren these AMCs

are indiviclually emploved as the antenna ground plane.

AMC design

Three different AlVtCs are designed at the proper frequency and later will

be used individuallv as the a,ntenna, grorind plane. Corresponding unit cells

of these Ai\¡lCs a,re depicted in Figure 4.10. These unit cells consist of well-

knorvn frequencv selective surface shapes, such as metallic square patch (Fig-

ure 4.10(a)). meta,llic square patch (Figure a.10(b)) and Jerusaiem cross (Fig

ure 4.10(c)). bacl<ed by a grounded dielectric slab. They are all designed to

demonstrate reflection coefficient phase of zero at normal incident angle at the

operating fi'equency (9.5 GHz in this stuclv). All corlesponding cìimensions

are presented in Figure 4.10. Relative permittivity of the substrate dielectric

is 2.5. The conductor and dielectric slab are assumed to be lossless. Thus.

reflection coeffìcient rnagnitude is assumed to be unitv for all the above cases.

Corresponding reflection coefficient phases to these ANICs are shown in Fig-

ure 4.11 versus incident angle, for both TB and Tl\,f polarization. Both Ttr

and TNI polarizations are respect to the normal to the surface. These graphs

plotted in Figure 4.11 were obtained using Ansoft Designer software package

(rvfoM-cAD)

Some interesting points are observeci from the reflection phases shown in
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Figure 4.10: Three different
arrd (c) ANIC3 unit cells.

Figure 4.11. as f'ollows:

Reflection phzuses are both polariza.tion and angular dependent fbr these

synthesizecl ANICs r,vhereas unifbrm over all incident angles ancl polar-

izations for the PN4C surface.

o Reflection phase variation velslls incident angles are differeÌlt fbr cliff'erent

rinit cell meta,llizations. Flowever, they are quite simiiar in some cases.

such as AlvICl and ANIC2.

In order for the above-mentioned AMCs to be used in TBN antenna model.

correspondinE Zt is to be calculated. Having reflection coeffìcient phase. tìre

surfäce impecìance of the load f'or the TlVl polarization is [ B. 3a]

(4.18)oTM zTNI1*ftl,t
" t, "0 I-ITM

-zTN4 ,^zJO lb

.-11t;t''t't" 'tt"t "

where the characteristic impedance of the free space. The sa,me f'or-
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Figure 4.11: Reflection coefficient phases collesponding to the A\,ICs rvith unit cells shorvn
in Figure 4.10.

nrula applies for the TB pola,rization. One shoulcl note the leflection ürag-

nitude coefficients are Lrnity f'or all cases and are not reported here fol the

sahe of brevity. As ca,n be seen the load impedance is both polarization and

angular dependent when the AMC ground plane is modeled in TEN method.

Load impedances, corresponding to aforementioned synthesized AN,ICs (FigLrre

4.10), are shown in Figure 4.12,

The following observation are made according to the Figure 4.12:

. lZtl is high close to normal incidence angles (high irnpedance surfâce). In

general, when the reflection phase is close to zero the surface impedances

are high. When the reflection phase is close to t1B0' the surfäce impedance

is low. These are consistent with the concept of high a,ncì lorv impeclance

surfaces.

o In the case of Al\dC3. and for TÌVI-polarized incidence. surface impedance
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phase is -90' for the normal incident angle and first fer,v angles close

normal. Also, for the first fêw angles fiom normal, the surfzrce impecìance

magnitude increases. This is due to the fact that the reflection phase

of AI\,IC3 shown in Figure 4.71, are very close to zero but negative for

these incident angles. These values are listed in Table 4.3. for the very

30 40 50 60

Elevation angle (deg.)

(a)

30

0

.30

.60

0102s304050607û8090
Elevation angle (deg.)

(b)

Figure 4.12: Surface impedances corresponding to the Ali,IC unìt cells shorvn in Figur-e 4.10
having reflection coefficient phase shorvn in Figure a.11. (a) Sulface impedance rnagnitude
(b) surface impedance phase.

c
-JN

o)
(¡)

)
N\
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Table 4.3: Collesponding refìection phase of the AN,IC3 unit ceÌI. for the I'erv close-t,o-
ttolmal inciclettt angles. Both TE and TNI polarizations (rvith respect to z) are co¡rsiclelecl.
The corresponding refìection coefHcient phase is shorvn in Figure 4.11. Tìre corresponding
sulfa.ce impedeuces are shorvn in Figure 4.12ât Ìe 4.12-

incident angle lf7¿ (degs.) lf7¡a (degs.)

0.0 -0.88 -O.BB

1.0 -0.89 -0.86
2.0 -0.93 -0.80
3.0 -0.99 -0.69
4.0 -7.07 -0.54
5.0 1.18 -0.35
6.0 1.31 -0.r2
7.0 t.47 0.19
8.0 1.65 0.47
9.0 i.85 0.83
10.0 -2.08 1.\O

L. L.)

close-to-normal incident angles

Far-field radiation patterns

Each of thc aforementioned ANICs. is separately used as the ground plane

of the antenna shown in Figure a.5(a). Then, their radiation properties are

investigated using TEN method. For all cases the Hertzian dipole is placecl on

the ANIC surface (h : 0)

1) Antenna configurøtion wi,th AMCI 0,s the ground plane: Anten,nal

Directivity versus air-gap height and dielectric superstrate thickness of the

antenna shown in Figure a.5(a) are plotted in Figure 4.13 when the ground

plane is made of AMC1 surface. The relative permittivity of the dielectric

superstrate is assumed to be 9.8 (e,z:9.8). It is observed that the max-

irnum directivity, corresponding to the first resonance, occurs when tlie air-

gap height and dielectric superstrate thickness are both around corresponding

quarter wavelength. The maximum directivities of this antenna configuration

fol' various superstrate layers with different dielectric permittivity. are listed
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Table 4.4: Antenna dilectivities for AIVICl ground pÌane and diffelent dieìectric supelstr¿r.te
pelrnittivities. Antenr figura.tion is shown in Figure 4.5

€r Directivity at first resonance (dBi) drl À dzl \"
9.8 17.00 0.24 0.26
8.8 16.55 0.26 0.24
tl. àJ 15.48 0.24 0.25

5.5 14.60 0.24 0.25

Table 4.5: Anten¡ra dilectivities for AMC2 ground plane and diffelent dielectric superstlate
pennittivities Antennas confieuration is shorvn ill Fieule 4.5

€.r Dírectivity at first resonance (dBi) drl À drl À"

9.8 77.45 0.25 0.24

B.B 76.97 0.25 0.23

6.8 15.89 0.24 0.26

5.5 74.99 0.24 0.25

in Table 4.4. However, for the sake of brevity, the antenna directivity versus

air-gap height and superstrate âre not plotted for all other cases except for the

case with €,2:9.8 (Figure 4.13).

Interestingly, for the this antenna, the directivity is about 3 dB higher than

the a,ntenna configuration having a PNIC ground plane. These directivities are

about the same as the one demonstrated by the antenna configuration with

PEC ground plane. Radiation patterns of these antenna configurations are

shorvr] in Figrrre 4.14.

2) Antenna configuration uith AMC? as the grou.nd plane: AntennaT

The maximum directivities of this antenna configuration for various super-

strate layers with clifferent dielectric permittivitv, are ìisted in Table 4.5. For

the sake of brevity. the antenna directivity versus air-gap height and super-

strate are not plotted (They are similar to Figure 4.13.). Radiation patterns

of these antenna configura,tions are shown in Figure 4.15.

3) Antenna confi,gurati.on wi,th AMCS as the grotrnd plane: Antennas

The maximum directivities of this antenna configuration for various super-

strate layers with different dielectric permittivity, are listed in Table 4.6. As
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Figure 4.13: Directivity versus air'-gap height (d1/)6) and
(dz/À.) for the czrvity resonance antenna shorvn in Fig,
Superstrate reìative permittivity is e2 : 9.3.
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Figure 4.14: Radiation patterns of the arrtenna slrowtr in Fig. 4.5
plane for different supelstrate relative pelmittivities thicknesses listed
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Figure 4.15: Radiation pattelns of the antenna shown in Fig. 4.5
plane for different superstrate reiative perrnittivities thicknesses listed

with AN4C2 gr-ound

in Tabìe 4.5.
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Table 4.6: Antenna dilectivities for AN,IC3 ground plane and diffelent dielectlic superstrate
perrnittivities. Ante figuration is shown in Figru'e 4.5.IS rn r lgul'e

€r Directivity at first resonance (dBi) (h/^ dzl À"

9.8 r0.77 0.25 0.23
B.B 10.34 0.24 0.25
6.8 9.56 0.24 0.25
trtr 8.97 0.24 0.24

15

10

5

0

-5

,10

-20

-25

-30 L
-9û -30 0 3û

Elevation angle (deg.)

Figure 4.16: Radiation patterns of the antenna shorvn in Fig. 4.5 rvith AMC3 ground
plane for different superstlate relative permittivities and thicl<nesses listed in Table 4.6.
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the for the previous case and for brevity,

height and superstrâte are not plotted.

configurations are shown in Figure 4.16

Observations

the antenna directivity versus air-gap

Radiation patterns of these antenna

According to the results presented above, a few observation and recommen-

dations are mâde as foliows:

r Comparison between the antenna directivity in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 as welì
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as radiations patterns between Figures 4.14 and 4.15 reveals that the

results are quite similar. This is because of the fact that the reflection

coeffìcient of AMC1 and AMC2 surfäces are very similar as shown in

Figure 4.11 for both polarizations.

Orving to tìre fäct that employing AMC1 and AÀ,fC2 surfaces as the

ground plane of the Antennal and Antenna2. respectively, produces sim-

ilar results, Ít is recommended to use AMC2 surface. This is because of

the fact that AMC2 unit cell are smaller than ANIC1 unit cell in size.

Therefore, for the practical applications where the ground plane is to be

truncated more unit cell numbers can be accommodated on the ground

srrrfac;e.

Fron Table 4.6, it is evident that directivities of the Antenna3 are drasti-

caìly lou''er than their corresponding counterparts of Antennal and An-

tenna2. This can be investigated, paying more attention to the f'ar-

field r-adiation patterns. The radiation patterns of Antenna3 is different

from those of Antennal and Antenna2. This difference is more severe in

the l-I-plane. Since the excitation probe is x-directed in these antennas,

their radiation patterns in the H-piane are obtained by calculating E4

at þ: nl2. As presented in equation 4.I7, Eó is caused by -Ð78. On

the other hand, TB reflection phase of AMC3, is different from that of

AN42 and AMC1. This difference is much moÌe severe than TM reflection

pha,ses. One should note that TE reflection phase of AMC3 is negative

and monotonically decreasing all over entire incident angles, lvhereas TB

reflection phzrse of AlvlCl and AIVIC2 are both positive and moronically

increasing over the incident angles. However, TM reflection pha.ses of

AlVICl, AIVIC2 and AfuIC3 are more similar in shape and fbrm of the
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phase variations versus incident angles. Thus. it is observed that the

radiation patterns in the B-plane are close to each other in the shape

ancì form sense. It should be noted that, since the excitation probe is

x-directed in these a,ntennas. their radiation patterns in the B-plane are

obtained by calculatin1 Ee at þ: g.

4.3.4 Antenna with 2-layer superstrate and either PEC

or PMC ground plane

Using more high-permittivity superstrate layers increases the antenna di-

r-ectivity [49]. Antenna configuration with two superstrate layers is shown in

Fignre 4.I7. The corresponding dielectric constitutive parameters are listed in

Table 4.7. As well. corresponding climensions which maximizes the directivity

a,re listecl in 4.7, when either PEC or PN4C is used as the antenna ground

plane. Iìadiation patLelns of these two antennas are shown in Figures 4.18

and 4.19. for the cases having PEC and PMC ground planes. respectively. As

observed, the antenna rvith PEC ground plane produces higher directivity by

about 3 dB. The first air-gap region is also half-r,vavelength and twice of that

of the antenna having PNÍC gror,rnd plane. These results are obtained based

on the TEN method and fbrmulations presented earlier in this chapter.

,.t'.::9'i:¿i:. 
i...; I ø*

t.z, lLz

E¡2, lb2 { ,¿

PEC ol PÀ'IC ¡¡r'ourxl ¡rlane

Figure 4.77: Hertzian dipole embedded betrveen double-layer dielectric supelstlate and a
ground plane-

-J

,,J

.. .,..:. :- : -.. : :.:....a.:1.

a | . t' ::,': : :.,:.,.:.. :.: :.:.:t, :'

Eetlzirur îlipole
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Tabìe 4.7: Antenn¿ dilectivities fol ideal PN'IC and PEC g¡ouncl plarne and diffelent dielec-
lric superst,rarte permitt,ivit,ies. The a.ntennas configura.tion is shou'n in Figure 4.17. Consti-
tutive pa.r'arnetels of the erniredcling dielectl-ics åìr'€r €,.¡ : 7,(,.2: 9.8, e,.¡ :1,€r4: 9.8 and

Grounci plane type Directivity
at first resonance

úl^ drl À" ds/ À dq/ À"

PBC 26.66 (dB ) 0.50 0.25 0.24 0.26
PN,TC 23.8e (dB ) 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.26

Elevation angle (deg.)

Figure 4.18: Radiation patterns of the antenna shorvn in Figule 4.17 having PEC ground
plarre for superstrate lelative pelmittivity of e, :9.8. Dimensions are given in Table 4.7

4.3.5 Antenna \ rith AEC/AMC ground plane

In this part. the aìrtenna configuration as sho\¡/n in Figr-rre 4.5 is considered

with the ground plane shown in Figure 4.20. As was introduced in Chapter 3,

periodic strip grating on a grounded dielectric slab shows either artificial mag-

netic conducting or artificial electric conducting (ABC) behavior depending on

the electric field direction and polarization of the incident wave. This surface

can âct as an A\,IC f'or the x-polarized incident wave showing reflection phase

of zero at normal incidence. As well, it can act as an ABC for the v-polarized

.ÊÉ
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Figure 4.19r Racliat,ion pattetns of tìre ¿rntenna shorvn in Figure 4.17 h¿rving PllfC glound
plane for supet'stt'ate lela.tive pernritt,ivity oî e.,.:9.8. Dirretrsions a.re gìven in Table 4.7

inciclent wave showing reflection phase close to 180o. These two mocles are

studied in more cletails through a,n example ¿rs follorvs.

The peliodic strip grating on the grounded dielectric slab is consiclered

rvith the fbllorving dimensions. Periodicity (d,) is 6 mm, strip width (1,) is

5.54 mm. and the dielectric thickness (ú) is 1.6 mm. The relative perrnittivitv

of the dielectric is 2.5. This artificial ground plane works in two different

modes. namely AN{C and ABC as described above. The results presented in

the next parts are obtained at frequencies of 9.5 and 19.0 Gi-Iz for AIViC and

AEC modes, respectively.

Antenna with artificial ground plane in AMC mode

The reflection phase versus incident angle is shorvn in Fig. 4.21 fbl both

TE" (at d : 90") and TA[' (at þ : 0') polarizations, r'vhen the artificial

ground plane works in AIvIC mode. In this mode. the electric field of the

;?
Êo
E

:=
{J
o
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L'onrhrctor

Figure 4.20: Grounded clielectlic sl¿rb loaded bv infinitelr-long pelioclic rnet,a.llic stlips.
Periodicity (d") is 6 mm, stlip iviclth (1,) is 5.54 mrn, ¿rlcl the clielectl'ic thicl<less (f) is 1.6

mm. The relative perrnittivitv of tìre dielectric is 2.5.

incident wave is x-directed. Intuitively, this is expectecì, since the periodic

strips exhibits capacitive behavior to the x-polarized incident rvave 119]. This

capacitance is in parallel rvith the grounded cìielectric slab having incluctive

characteristics. Therefore. tìre resona,nce occurs ¿rncl the periodic structure

demonstrates reflection phase close to zero, resulting in a high impedance

snrface. Surface impedances corresponding to both TE' (at d : 90') and

TAtI" (at d:0') pola,rizations âr'e shown in Þ-igure 4.22. In fact these surfäce

impeclances are the load impedance in the TBN model (Figure 4.5) and they

have been calculated as using equation (4.18).

As can be seen in Figure 4.22, the corresponding srirface impedances to

ANÍC surface is high at normal incidence. However. aL grazing angles the

Dielectr-ìc lirrbsh'ate
Pelioclic Clqntluctitg Stl'ips
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surface inpedance is very lorv. This is consistent rvith the fâct that reflection

phase is about 180' fbr TE' polarization (F'igure 4.21). Iriterestingly. the

snrface impedance magnitude is about 400 0 for TII'polarization as shown

in Figure 4.22. This is consistent with the fact that the reflection phzr"se is

almost uniform ancl about 90" at grazing angle for this polarization. Theref'ore.

the surface impedance magnitude is about that of fi-ee spa.ce a.s supposed to

be. The surface impedance phase is 90o and consta.nt over the incident a,ngles.

Thus, the surface is high impedance and inductive. This is because of the fact

that reflection coefficient phase is alwavs positirre fronr very close to zero at

normal incidence up to about 180' at grazing angles.

Consider the above-rnentioned artificial ground plane in AN,IC mode. a"s de-

scribed above. f'or the antenna configuration shor,vn in Fig. 4.5. The excita.tion

is an x-polarized electrical Hertzian dipole. The antenna directivity versLrs a,ir-

gap lreight and superstrate thickness is shor,vn in Fig. 4.23 for e, : 9.8. The

maximum directivities of this autenna configura.tion fol rra,rious snperstrate

Þ)
o
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2t i ,1.

0r
0 40 50 60 70 80 9[
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Figure 4,21: Corresponding reflection phase versus incident arrgles of the stlucture shou'n
in Figure 4.20 in AIVIC mode rvith dimensions of d,: 6 rnm. 1".: 5.54 rnrn, and l: 1.6 mm.
The relative perrnittìvity of tìre dielectric is 2.5 and the operating frequency is 9.5 GHz.
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Figure 4.22: Surface impedance magnitude of the stlucture shown in Figur-e 4.20 rvith
dimerrsions of d,:6 mrn, l": 5.54 lnm. altd ú: 1.6 mm. The t'elatiye pe¡mittivitv of tlte
dielectric is 2.5. Operating frequencv for Al\,fC is 9.5 GHz.

layers with different dielectric pernittivities. a,re listed in Table 4.8. These

maxima aÌe obtained for air-gap heights (d1) and dielectric superstlate thick-

nesses (dr) * addressed in Tables 4.9 ancl4.10. The vahìes presented in Tables

4.9 and 4.10 correspond to the first resonance which introduces the lowest pro-

file clesign. As can be seen in Tabìes 4.9 ancl 4.10, the naxinlnm directivities

are obtained for both air-gap height and dielectric thickness of about qrìarter'-

wavelength of their corresponding media. For all cases studied in this section.

the l-Iertzian dipole is placed on the AI\,IC ground plane. as the maximum

voltage V¡, occurs at this height. The corresponding radiation patterns of tire

above-mentioned antenna configurations are sho\Ä/n in Fig. 4.24.

Antenna with artificial ground plane in AEC mode

The reflection phase versus incident angle is shown in Figure 4.25 for both 7.Ð'

(at þ : 0') and TfuI" (at d : 90") polarizations, when the artificial ground

plane works in AEC mode. In this mode, the electric field of the incident

10
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Figure 4.23: Directivity versus irir-gap height (tl1/Àe) and dielectlic supelstrate thickness
(dzlÀ") for the cavity resonance antenna shorvn in Figure 4.5 r'ith the grouncl plane shorvn
in Figure 4.20 operatìng in AN,{C mode. Superstr¿te relative per-rnittivitl, is e2 : 9.3.
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Figure 4.24: Radiation patterns of the antenna shorvn in Figure 4.5 u'ith the ground
plane shown in Figure 4.20, opelating in AN,IC mode. and different superstrate reìative
permittivities.

wave is y-directed. The periodic strips exhibits inductive behavior to the y-

polarized incident wave [19]. This inductânce is in parallel i,vith the grorÌncled

dielectric slab having inductive characteristics, too. Therefbre. the resonance

DirectiviÇ (dB}
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does not occllr. Instead. the equivalent inductance of the two parallel induc-

tance introduces lower inductance value resulting in a low impedance surface.

Pertaining surface impedances corresponding to both TE' (at d : 0") and

TX(" (at d:90") polarizations are shown in Figure 4.26. As before, these

surface impedances are the load impedance in the TBN model (Figure 4.5)

and they have been calculated using equation (4.18).

As can be observed in Figure 4.26, the colresponding surface impedances

to AEC surface is low at normal incidence (- 1 CI). For TE' (aI þ:0') po-

larization. the surface impedance magnitude decreases toward zero (PEC) at

grazing angles, since the reflection phase increases toward 180'. For TÀ[" (at

d : 90') polarization, however, the surface impedance magnitude increases at

grazing angles, since the reflection phase decreases from 179.6' to 77I". Never-

theless, the impedance is still considered low (- 30 0). The surface impedance

phase is 90' and constant over the incident angles. Thus, the surface is low

impedance and incluctive. This is because of the fact that reflection coeffìcient

180
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(')o .,.E
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AEC mode
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1û 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
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Figure 4.25: Colresponding reflection phase velsus incident angles of the structure sÌrorvn
in Figure 4.20 in AEC mode with dimensions of d": 6 mm, l,: 5.54 mm, and ú: 1.6 mm.
The relative pennittivity of the dielectric is 2.5 and the operating frequency is 19.0 GHz.
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Figure 4.26: Sulface impedance magnitude of the structule shown in Figure 4.20 rvìth
dimensions of dr: 6 mm, l,: 5.54 mrn. a¡d ú: 1.6 mrn. The I'elative permittivity of the
dielectric is 2.5. Operating frequency is 19.0 GHz.

phase is always positive and about 180" for all incident angles.

Consider the above-mentioned artificial ground plane in AEC mode. as dis-

cussed above, for the ântenna configuration shovr'n in Fig. 4.5. The excitation

is an y-polarized electrical Hertzian dipole. The antenna directivity versus

air-gap height and superstrate thickness is shown in Figure 4.27 for 6, : 9.8.

The maximum directivities of this antenna configuration for various srÌper-

strate layers with different dielectric permittivities, are listed in Table 4.8.

These maxima are obtained for air-gap heig^hts (d1) and dielectric superstrate

thicknesses (dr) as addressed in Tables 4.9 and 4.10. The values presented

in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 correspond to the first resonance which introduces the

lowest profile design. As can be seen in Tables 4.9 and 4.10, the maximum

directivities are obtained for air-gap height about half-wavelength and dielec-

tric thickness of about quarter-uravelength of their corresponding mecìia. For

all cases studied in this section. the Hertzian dipole is placed at the air-gap

height of (fi12) from the ABC ground plane, as the maximum voltage i{, is

10r

-t.^oI.J IU

-l
10
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Table 4.8: Antenna directivities for different ground planes and dìelectric superstlate per-
mittivities. Antenna configuration is shorvn in Figr"rle 4.5. AMC ¿rnd AEC grouncì planes
âre shorvn in Fígure 4.20

€r PBC PNfC AMC AtrC
9.8 16.88 14.78 17.89 16.87

8.8 16.45 r3.77 77.44 16.45

6.8 15.46 12.85 76.32 15.44

5.5 14.62 T2.TI 15.38 i4.61

Table 4,9: Air'-gap heigìrts corlesponding to rnaximurn arÌtennas directivities addressed in
Table 4.8. The lengths a malized to tìre f length (drlÀ6).

€T PEC PMC AIVTC ABC
9.8 0.49 0.25 0.25 0.49

B.B 0.49 0.25 0.24 0.49

6.8 0.49 0.24 0.24 0.49
trtr 0.49 0.24 0.24 0.49

Table 4.10: Dielectric thicknesses corresponding to maximurn antennâs directivities ad-
dressed in Table 4.8. The lengths are normalized to the collesponding wave-iengtlì in each
dielectric (drlÀ").

€r PEC PN4C AN4C ABC
9.8 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.26

8.8 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.25
6.8 0.25 0.24 0.26 0.25
rr 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.24

supposed to occur at this height [12]. The corresponding radiation patterns of

the above-mentioned antenna configurations are shown in Fig. 4.28.

Antenna with artificial ground plane in dual-mode

As it was discussed above. this antenna configuration can work in dual-frequency

and dual-polarization mode. Top-vielv of such configuration is shown in Figure

4.29. One should note that the air-gap height ând superstrate dielectric thick-

ness must be selected properly. Ii was shown that for the A\,IC and AEC mode

the air-gap height is about a quarter and half wavelengthì respectively. The

thickness of the slrperstrate dielectric is about a quarter wavelength for both

cases. Therefore, the Al\'fC mode is selected for the lower frequency (9.5 GHz),
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and the ABC mode is selected for the upper frequency (19.0 GHz). One should

note that the upper frequencv is twice as the lor.ver frequency. Therefore, the

air-gap height can be kept the same for both frequencies. Horvever, the di-

electric thickness cannot be maintained quarter-wavelength for both modes.

Thus, an objective function based on the multiplication of the directivities

of the antenna operating in both modes, is considered. The function values

veÌsus dielectric thickness and air-gap height is shown in Figure 4.30. One

should note that the dielectric thickness and air-gap height are normalized

to the corresponding wavelength media operating at the lower frequency (9.5

GtIz). The maximum occurs at the corresponding values of dt:0.245Às and

cl2 : 9.135À" for lower frequency (/, : 9.5 GHz). The directivitv of 14.05

dBi is achieved. At the higher fiequency (2f, :19.0 GHz). the directivity of

17.10 dBi is achieved. Obviously. the corresponding values of dt : 0.49Ào and

rlz:9.275. are obtained. The results are summar-ized in Table 4.11. Dual-

band orthogonally polarized configuration is obtained at the expense of about

3 dB loss in directivity for AMC mode. The above results were obtained rvhen

tlre electric Hertzian dipole is fixed at h : À/B above the ground. In this case,

À is the wavelength of tlie the lower frequency (9.5 GHz). This is because of

the fact that in practical applications a single microstrip antenna can be used

as the excitation for both mocles. Therefore, both x-polarized and y-poiarized

electric Flertzian dipoles must have the same height from the artificial ground

plane. The radiations patterns of this antenna configuration are shown in

Figure 4.31. These results are obtained when the relative permittivity of the

superstrate dielectric is 9.8.

Interestingly, in spite of changing the probe positions, the antennas still

demonstrate as high directivity as 17.1 dBi, slightly larger than the one shown

in Tabìe 4.8. Although the resonance condition introduced in [12] specifies
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certain height for the excitation probe) it has been shown for a certain range

of probe heights ihe high directivity can be maintained [50, 51].
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Table 4.11: Plopelties of the optirnized dual-band orthogonally polarized a.ntennâ shown
in Figule 4.29.

Ground plane mode Directivity ch/Ào dz/ À" fiequencv
ANIC 14.05 dB 0.245 0.135 9.50 GHz
AEC 17.10 dB 0.490 0.270 19.0 GFiz

4.4 Analysis of electric Hertzian dipole over

different ground plane without superstrate

using TEN

In ihis section. a few examples of the electric Flertzian dipole antenna over

difÍ'elent ground planes are analyzed using the TBN model, when the structure

does not have anv superstrate cover. In other words the source antennas are

exposed to the free space. The antenna configuration is the same as the one

sholvn in Þ-igure 4.5, except that the superstrate dielectric relative permittiv-

ity is unity (r,r:7). In fact. this corresponds to the limiting cases of the

antenna configurations discussed earlier in this chapter. The analvsis of these
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configurations lìave tr,vo adva.ntages as follows.

Analyzing the electric Ilertzian dipole antenna over grouncl planes using

TBN produce sorne lesults. The results are compared to the canonical

cases existing in the literatnre to check the accuracy of the TEN model.

o \4/hen the contribution of each electric Hertzian clipole in different con-

figurations r,r¡ithout superstrate are calcula,ted, the significance of the

high-permittivity dieìectric superstrate will be more pronounced. More-

over. the effect of the ground plane in far-field properties will be better

unclerstood.

As is rvell-known. the clirectivity of the electric Hertzian dipole is 1.5 or

1.76 dBi [52]. Its far-fielcl racliation patterns are omnidirectional (constant

value of 1.76 dBi) in the H-plzlne and it is a sine function (sin(O)) in the E-

plane. Now. the antenna configuration shown in Figr-rre 4.5 is considered when

tìre ground plane is an idea,l infinite PNIC and the electric Hertzian dipole is

placed immediately on the PÀ4C (h:0). According to the image theory [28],

the image of the soulce antenna is identical as the source antenna provided

the P\4C plane is removed. This problem is the same as that the radiation of

one electric ÍIertzian clipole in the upper half space. Since the radiated po\Mel

occurs only in one half space: and the directivity is inversely proportional to

tlre radiated power (equation (2,16) [52]), the directivity of this antenna is

twice that of the single electric Flertzian dipole antenna radiating in the entire

free space. Therefore. the directivity of this antenna is 3.03 dB more than that

of tlre electric Hertzian dipole. Its value thus is: 3.03 dB+1.76 dBi:4.79 dBi.

As well, the radiation pattern maintains its shape except that it is only valid

in the upper half space.
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For the same antenna configuration. the obtained radiation patterns using

the TBN nrodel are sìrorvn in Figure 4.32. As can be seen, the directly is

4.8 dBi in an excellent agreement of r'vhat above-nentioned theory presents.

Also. it is observeci that the iralf pou'er beamrvidth occurs at about 45" in

the E-plane. This agrees rvith the above-mentioned theory. since the electric

I-Iertzian dipole has a, sine sha,pe radia,tion pattern (sirt(0)) in tire E-plane and

its ìralf'-porver bea,mrviclth is 45" [53].

The next example considels the ca"se lvhen an electric llertzian dipole an-

tenna is placecl infinitely close to the ideal infinite PEC ground plane. As is

well hnor.vn, r.vhen tlie electric l{ertzian dipole is piaced on the PBC surface, it

rvill be shorted out or rvill be canceled out rvith its image. Therefore. the case

of very close to the PBC (h : Àla} = 0) is considered here. The following

asymptotic formula lelates [he directivity of an e]ectric I-Iertzian dipole close

to its distance fï'om infinite PBC grourrd plane (equation @-I2a) l52l):

(4.1e)

Knowing the equation 4.19, the directivity of a Hertzian dipole verv close to

the PEC ground plane is about 7.5 or 8.75 dBi. Radiation patterns obtained

rising the TBN model are shown in Figure 4.33. As can be seen in Figure

4.33(b), the directivity is almost 8.75 dBi which is in an excellent agreement

with the aforementionecl theory. The other example is the case that an electric

Hertzian dipole is placed qnarter-rvavelength above an infinite PEC ground

plane. This case is very important since in all TEN moclelings presented in the

previous sections. rvhen the ground plane is PBC or AEC. the electric Hertzian

clipole i,vas placed at the distance of quarter-wavelength above the ground plane

(unless otherwise mentioned). As rvell. it gives very good input impedance

¡.: 
uriT,? 

5 ('t'.#))'
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matching comparecl to all other cases [37]. According to the equation presentecì

in [52], the corresponding maximum directivity of the electric llertzian dipole

above the ground plane at broadside is

n 4 sin2(kå)Do: *fr, for h < 
^14

where R(kh) is deterrnined by

Dlr^t^\ 12 sin(2Àlr) cos(2kh) , sin(2tu12)'l
rL\^'¿,/ - L5 

- 2kh - -eHF - t*lr¡r I

(4.20)

(4.2r)

When the electric l{ertzian dipole is placed at the distance of quarter-

wavelength above an infinite PBC ground plane its directivitv becomes about

5.208. This value is equivalenttoT.T6T dBi. The radiation patterns. obtained

using the TEN model a,re shown in Figure 4.34. As can be seen in Figure

4.34(b), the directivity is almost7.17 dBi which is in a,n excellent agreement

with the results obtained from iheory [52].

As the last example, an electric Hertzian dipole is considered on the grouncl

plane shown in Figure 4.20 acting in the ANIC nocle. The radiation patterns

obtained using the TtrN model are shown in Figure 4.35. As can clearly be

seen in Figure 4.35(b) the directivity has increased to about I dBi. Considering

the fact tìrat the electric Hertzian dipole is immediateiv over the AMC ground

plane, the low profile design has been achieved. Also, the impedance matching

characteristics is expected to be good since the Flertzian dipole and its image

are not canceling each other as was the case in PBC-tvpe ground planes.

TÌre directivity enhancement is attributed to the angular and polarization

dependencv of the reflection coefficient properties of the AN4C ground plane to

the various incident angles. Since the AIVIC is iossless as rvell as the ideal PltIC.

the angular- and polarization dependence of the AN4C is the only parameter
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which differentiates between PNiC and ANÍC and therefore has beneficia] factor

on gain enhancement.
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter. the cavity resonance antennas with the dielectric superstrate

and different ground planes were investigated. This was achieved by introduc-

ing the TEN models for this class of antennas. A simple and effìcient method

to extract the far-fieÌd properties of this class of antennas from its TtrN model

rvas studied in detail.

The radiation properties of several antennas of this type r,vere studied.

First, antennas with a single-layer dieiectric superstrate and PEC ground plane

lvere investigated as the conventional cases. Then, the same antennas were

studied when their ground plane were repÌaced by PMC surfaces. It was

shown that the antennas with PMC ground planes have shorter heights than

their counterparts with PEC ground planes. However, their directivities were

typically less than their counterparts by almost 2.5 dB.

Three AMCs were designed at the operating frequency and employed ¿rs the

ground plane of the resonance cavity antennas with a dielectric superstrate.

For two types of AMCs (square patch and square metallizations). the antenna

height 
"vas 

r-educed to half, while showing similar directivitv levels as their

counterparts having PBC ground planes. For the other case (Jerusalem closs

metallization), this was not achieved. It was shown that this is due to the

different reflection phase response of the ground planes versus incident angles.

The study of the angular and polarization dependence of the ground plane and

its effect in far-field radiation patterns has not been addressed in the literature

and done for the first time in this thesis.

Two-layer dielectric superstrates were also investigated through a quick

example. Only PEC and PIVIC ground planes were used as their ground planes.

For the PIVÍC case the first air-gap length is half of that of the PEC case.

As another application, an AEC/ANIC ground plane was used to design
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dual-band irigh-gain antennas with orthogonally polarized excitations. The

AEC/Alvf C ground plane surface basicaily consisLed of infinitely periodic grat-

ings backed by a grouncled dielectric slab. It acted as an AN4C for a given

fi'equencv and polarization, while it acted as an AEC for trvice that frequency

and the orthogonal polarization to the first one. The proposed deign, which

uses this artificial ground plane, is novel compared to the designs ploposed in

[54]. It also reduced the profile of the antenna by a factor of two for the lower

frequency of operation.

As the last case studies, electric Hertzian dipole antennas were considered

over PNÍC, PEC and AMC ground planes with no superstrate above the anten-

nas. The accuracy of the TBN model was checked by few examples comparing

the results to the canonical forms. As well, it was shown that the electric

Flertzian dipole antenna on an AMC ground plane provides a dilectivity of

about I dBi. This value is 4.2 dBi higher than the sarne antenna on a PN,IC

ground plane. Once again. this example showed the benefits of angular, and

polarization dependent AMC ground planes.

trxhibition of directivity enhancement of the source antenna over some

types of AIVICs, is the most important contribution of tiris work. In order

to highlight this contribution, a chronological improvement of the antenna

designs using ANfCs and HIS is addressed below.

Improving antenna input impedance matching using IIIS has been shown

in [24]. Improving antenna input impedance bandwidth using HIS or ANrtC

ground plane has been shown in [SS, S0]. In lZ+1, the improvement in the

radiation patterns and directivity of a horizontal wire antenna or a patch

antenna over ân FIIS have been attributed to the suppression of snrface wâves

using the EBG-HIS ground planes consisting of unit ceìls with shorting pins.

In [S7,58], an ANIC ground plane using unit cells without shorting pins has
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been introduced that does not introduce any band-gap around the operating

fì'equency. Then, this AIVIC ground plane has been employed as the ground

plane of a microstrip patch antenna and, has improved the antenna directivity

significantly. it has aiso been shown that this AMC without shorting pins

has enhanced the antenna directivity even more than the AMC with shorting

pins l5B. 59]. Therefbre, exhibiting the band-gap frequency by the ground

plane is not the nain reason for the antenn¿ù directivity enhancement. The

stucly in the previous section, reveals that it is the angular and polarization

dependencv of the AMC ground plane that contributes significantly to the

directivity enhancement of the horizonal antenna (electric Flertzian dipole in

this work).



Chapter 5

High-gain Planar Antennas with

Highly-Reflective Surface

Superstrate and Artificial

Ground Planes

One of the powerful gain enhancement methods is to place a partially re-

flective surfaces consisting of periodic patches above the antenna as the super-

strate [60]. Through a simple intuitive rav-tracing method, it r,vas illustrated

that in order for the a,ntenna to be high-gain the periodic patch superstrates

must be highly reflective at the operating frequency [60]. Though, these sur-

fäces a,re also called higlìly reflective fïequency selective surfaces (FIR-FSSs).

This concept was also validated through rigorous careful studies using the

TtrN model. for the cases rvith conventional PBC ground planes and one layer

FSS superstrates Í34, 6I, 621.

In this chapter, the TEN model is extended to the cavity resonance anten-

nas with artificial ground plane and multilayer FSS superstrates. The effect

747
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of the arlificial ground plane and FSS on performance enhancement of the

antennas will be investigated through a few examples. It is shown that the

reflection pl'r:r^se of the FSS superstrate is an instrumentai factor to make the

a.ntenna tiTs 1s11'-profi le.

5.1 Formulation of the problem using TEN

method

The geometrv of the problem is shown in Figure 5.1(a). When a Ilertzian

dipole is embedded in the rnuitilayer FSS superstrate structure and subjected

to the plane rvave inciclence, TEN model can be used to extract the far-field

ra,cliation pâttern of the anteuna. The physical description has been studied in

cìetails in [3a.61.62]. and for brevity are not repeated here. As was discussed

in clrapter 4. Es is evaluated due to the incident plane r,vave having TX:I'

polariza,tion r,hereas .Ð6 is evaluated due to the incident plane wave having

7-B' polarization. The geometry of the problem can thus be simplified to

the transmission line (TL) model shown in Figure 5.1(b). This model is now

appropriate to be analyzed by TBN method.

All quantities V", R", R"k, Ys and Z¡, shown in Figure 5.i(b), are polar-

ization (TltI or TB) and angular dependent, in general. Each FSS layer is

presented by an admitta,nce. These admittances can be found using reflection

or transmission properties of the FSS later in this chapter. For now, the rela-

tions between the plane wave incident angles. and constitutive parameters of
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the clielectric layers for clifferent TE and TN;f mode are presentecl as follows

RT,O :,],

13, : ko

Vrrt'r

RTN'

RT,!''

(5 1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5 4)

As iliustrated in Figure 5.1. the multilaver dielectric structure is considered

as the cascadecl transmission line segments and admittances terminated by the

impedance surface of the ground plane.

Given Ax, B*, Cr and D* ¿rs the ABCD matrix elements of the kth TL

{p;i;=æ@J
l-Lr.rr€rrr- sin2(dt)
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segment, Lhe ABCD matrix of the entire muitilayer dielectric structure is

(5 5)

n'here A, B, C and 1) are the elements of the ABCD ma.trix of the entire

cascaded multilayer dielectric and FSS structure. The ABCD matrix of the

kth TL segment is obtained as belou'

l: :):r l; ;: l

I ; ;: I 
: 

l, "^uï)rî,ï,',r'*:,1í.1-ì I | ":

l: ;l[::'l

::ll';,"f
titr.rting it into (5.8).

ï](56)

Assuming A' , B' , C' and D' a.s tire elements of the tra,nsmission line portion

below the clashed line, voltage V¡, and 1¡ càn be obtained using trvo sets of linear

equations. expressed as

(5 7)

(5 B)

7¡, and 1¡ can be foundbs

[:;- 
"""

lrl:
Bv solving for 1¡ in (5.7). and sn

as

A,Z¡ * B,
't¿ '"CZ¡R"+ DR"* AZr+ B

C'Zr I D'
'" CZLR" + D-R" + AZL + B

(5 e)

(5.10)

One should note that in the case of multiple FSS superstrates, there exist

coupling between different FSS layers. if the spacers betr,r'een tìrem are too

short in terms of the corresponding wavelength. This coupÌing should also
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be taken into account or TBN model does not rvork efÏectively. In general.

the evanescent modes introduced by non-specul¿rr reflection a.t the surface of

one periodic structure shouid decay enough at the other periodic stlucture.

Details can be founcl in [18, 63].

5.2 Calculation of the far-field properties

The calculation of the far-fielcl properties snch a"s radiation patterns and

antenna directivity is the same as was presented in Section 4.2.

5.3 Radiation properties study through some

examples

Cavity resonance antenna r,vith FSS superstrate is shorvn in Figure 5.2(a).

Its corresponding TEN model is shown in Figure 5.2(b). Different surfaces

such as PNIC and AN{C are considered as the a,ntenna ground pla,ne. Far-

field radiation patterns and directivities are obtainecl in the same ûìanner' âs

explained in section 4.2.

5.3.1 FSS design

Two different FSS unit cells are shown in Figure 5.3. The FSSs can be modeled

by their equivalent admitta,nces as shown in Figure 5.4, providing that their

corresponding reflection coefficients are knolvn. The reflection magnitude and

phase of the FSSs depicted in Figure 5.3 are shown in Figure 5.5. As can be

seen, the reflection coefficient magnitudes of both FSSs are very close to each

otìrer and close to unity at normai incidence. As discussed in [60], using the

asymptotic ray-tracing formula, the higher the reflection coefficient magnittide
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of an FSS is, the Ìrigher the directivity becomes. It is interesting to note that as

the incident angle increases tolvard the gra,zing angle. the reflection coefficient

magnitude increases toward unitv for TB polarizations rvhereas it clecreases

for TNi polarizations. llowever, the phase of tirese tr,vo FSSs are compìetely

diffêrent. The phase of the F,9S1 (the FSS with netallic squa,re patch unit

ceìls) are mostly negative over the incident angle lange. On the contrary, the

phase of the F,9St (the FSS with metallic sqì,rare ring unit cells) are ahvays

positive over the incident angle range.

As nentioned above, equivalent admittance (or susceptance in the lossless

cases) of FSSs can be obtained using their reflection or transmission coeffi-

cients. An admittance Y¡ with normalized impedance ports of Yr and Yz is

shorvn in Figure 5.4. Pertaining scattering pa.rameters are calculated as f'ollows

[64]

Y-YB-Yz
(5.11)

YIYp-lYz

Szz:
Yz-YB-Y

(5.12 )Yz*YBIY

croÐ72 - ù27 -

Assuming a free-standing FSS, FSS

one finds Yz : Yr : Yo, where Y6 is

equation 5.i3 is simplified as

2\/Y&
(5.13)Yz-lYn*Y

.9rr: -YB (5.14)

free-sta,nding FSS, its corre-

2Yo -l Yn

Srt

is embedded between t-"vo layers of air.

air characteristics admittance. Thus.

Knowing the reflection coefficient (,911) of a
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sponding equivalent admittance is obtained as

(5.i5)

The corresponding admittance of the FSSs shown in Figure 5.3 are pìotted

in 5.6. The magnitude of the admittances are very close. whereas the phases

are different. The FSS consisting of metallic patch shorvs capacitive behavior

(admittance phase is 90", whereas the FSS consisting of metallic rings shows

inductive behavior (admittance phase is -90'), over the incident angles.

5.3.2 Cavity resonance antennas with PEC or PMC

ground planes and FSS superstrate

A cavity resonânce zLntenna, shown in Figure. 5.2, with either of these two

superstrate and either PEC or PNIC ground plane is considered. As it rvas

considered before, corresponding impedance surface iu TEN model is zero and

infinity for PEC and PMC ground planes, respectively. Direct,ivity versus

air-gap height is shown in Figure 5.7 for all four combinations of FSSs and

the ideal ground planes. Their corresponding lacliation patterns are shown in

Figure 5.8.

The pertaining values which optimize the antenna directivity for each case

are addressed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. As can be seen, higher directivities are

obtained compared to the cases with high-permittivity dieiectric superstrate

studied in the previons chapter. It is because of the fact that reflectivity of

these FSSs (about 0.9) are higher than those introcìuced by high-permittivity

dielectrics (lii#l :0.5158). This shows that FSS superstrates offer higher

gains in resonance cavity antennâ design.

Another important point is that the maximum air-gap heights do not occur

25,,,YB: 
r + suYo'
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Figure 5.7: Directivity versus air-gap height of the antenna configulation shorvn in 5.2.
Four different combinations of ideaì ground planes (PEC and PIVIC) ancl FSS superstrâtes
(FS,91 and lrSS2), shown in Figure 5.3, are considered.
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Figure 5.8: E- and H-plane co-poÌar radia.tion patterns versus zenith angle of the antenna
configuratiotr sÌrown in 5.2. Four different combinations of ideal glound planes (PEC and
PIVIC) and FSS superstrates (FSS1 and .FSS2), shorvn in Figure 5.3, are considered.
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in the vicinity of 0.25À¡ or 0.5)s for PN¡ÍC or PBC ground planes. respectively.

This is becanse of the efi'ects of the reflection coefficient phase of the FSS

superstrates. In the case of F,9^9r superstrate, maximum gain happens for

air-gap of I -- 0.28À0 and I : 0.53À0 for PNIC and PtrC ground planes. respec-

tively. In the case of F^S.92 superstrate, the maximurn gain happens f'or air-gap

of I -- 0.21)0 and I : 0.46À0 for PMC and PÐC ground planes. respectively.

This fact can be further investigated using tlìe ray optic method introduced

in [60]. When the reflection phase of the FSS superstrate is Ar@,f) and re-

flection phase of the artificial ground plane is ür(d, 
"f ) the resonance condition

presented in [12] is modified as follows [6]

Lr
- ïl cos(d) + {/r(d. /) + Õf (á l) : 2Nr. (5.16)

where ly' : 0, I,2,.... According to equation 5.16 the air-gap resonance

length at boresight (0 :0) is obtained as

¿ : (q/r(o, /) + ,Þr(0, fD/.* "+ (5.i7)

In accordance with Figure 5.7 and Tables 5.1 and 5.2. four different reso-

nance lengths are calculated for four different cases as follows.

. Casel: Antenna with F.9,91 superstrate and PIVIC ground plane

I : (7r:-1-ÞC.8q + 0)* + * : 0.2863À0

Case2: Antenna with F^9^91 superstrate and PBC ground plane

¿: ("=ffiË +r)* + +:0.5363À0

Case3: Antenna with F,S,92 superstrate and PIV1C ground plane

t : (lTþ!e+ 0)* : 0.2143)o
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o Case4: Antenna ivith F^9,S2 superstrate and PBC ground plane

¿:('l#+?i)#:0.4643Ào

As can be observed, these resonârìce lengths obtained using ray optic

method a,re in very good agreement with those obtained using TBN model

and shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 .

5.3.3 Cavity resonance antennas with AMC ground planes

and FSS superstrate

A cavity reson¿nce antenna, shown in Figure. 5.2. with either of these two

superstrate and A\¡IC ground plane is considered. Three different AMCs unit

cells a,re the ones shown in Figure 4.10. Antenna directivities versus air-gap

height are shown in Figure 5.9 fbr tire combination of F,SS1 and three diflèrent

above-mentioned AMCs. The first resonance occllrs at 0.28Às as listed in Table

5.1. As well the antenna directivity reaches to about 20 dBi for the antennas

with AAIC1 and AAilC2 ground planes. The corresponding radiation patterns

are shown in Figure 5 . 10. Interestingly the radiation patterns of antennas with

AAIC1 and AAtlC2 ground planes a,re very close. However, the antenna with

AAICz ground plane does not produce the maximum directivity at boresight

(á : 0) This can be attributed to the difference in reflection phases of these

three AlvICs and explained'in the same manner as discussecl in Chapter 4. For

brevity it is not included here. In the same manner antenna directivities versus

air-gap height are shorvn in Figure 5.11 for the combination of F,9,S2 and three

different above-mentioned AMCs. Their corresponding radiation patterns are

shown in Figrire 5.12. The first resonance occurs at 0.21À6 as listed in Table

5.2. As before. tìre antenna directivity reaches to the level of about 20 dBi

for the cases r,vith A^IC1 and AAIC2 ground planes. It is interesting that
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Iìeson¿r.nce air-gap length and their corresponding rnaximum directivities with
.9SIound Dl¿ìne tvDes ânc rstÌâte shorvn ln -b'isule 5.3

Grouncl plâne type Air-gap height (II^r) Directivity (dBi)
PÀdC 0.28 16.94

PtrC 0.53 19.75

At[c1 0.28 19.63

AA,IC2 0.28 19.81

AIIC3 0.28 72.28

Table 5.2: Resonance air-gi'rp length and their cor-responding rnaximum directivities with
cìifferen ound olane tvoes and 552 superstlate shorvn in !'ieure 5.3.

Ground plane type Air-gap height (II^o) Directivity (dBi)
PNIC 0.21 15.88

PtrC 0.46 r9.75
A]V,TC1 0.2r 19.50

AA4C2 0.21 19.78

AMC3 0.27 14.32

using a,ppropriate ANIC ground planes the directivity enhancement can be

performecl as well as the air-gap height recluction. The antenna directivities

of the arnount of PBC ground plane can be achieved, yet the air-gap heights

are ât the level of those offered bv the antenna with PMC ground plane.

5.3.4 Dual-band highly-reflective FSS design

Trvo different FSS unit cells are shorvn in Figure 5.13. Both of them consist of

two concentric square rings, i.e.. they have the same shapes but their dimen-

sions are slightly different as shown in Figure 5.13. In fact, FSSa is a detuned

version of F^9,S3 to show less reflections.

Reflection coefficients of both -F,9^93 and FS^9a versus frequency are shown

in Figure 5.14 for the normai incidence. As can be seen, the F.9S3 demon-

strates the highest reflectivity at frequencies of 9.50 GHz and 19.0 GHz. These

two frequencies are indeed the resonant frequencies of the F^9,Ss, since the re-

flection phase changes abruptly from -180" to *180'at these fïequencies.
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F55'¡ --+

trsS'r -r

Figure 5.13: Unit cell of a doubìe-bancl free-standing FSS. Trvo sets of dimensions are
shorvn for trvo different desìgn narnely l'SS3 ancl FSSa.

The F^9^9,r is sìightlv detunecl to sho'uv slightlv less reflectivity than F,9,S3. At

normal incidence. it shows the ref'lectivity of 0.95 which is still consiclered a.s

high reflectivity.

Reflection coeffìcient ma,gnitude of both F^9S3 and F^9,Sa versus incident

angle are shorvn in Figure 5.15(a) and (b) f'or frequencies of g.50 and 19.0

GHz, respectiveiy. Reflection coefficient phase of both F^9^9¡ and F,9,S¿ versus

incident angie are shor,vn in Figure 5.16(a) ancl (b) for fïequencies of g.b0 and

79.0 GHz, respectively.

5.3.5 Cavity resonance antennas \Mith AEC/AMC ground

planes and FSS superstrate

The cavity resonance antenna shown in Figure 5.2 is considered when e!

ther F^9^93 or I-^9,9a (Figrire 5.13) is employed as the snperstrate ancl the

AtrC/AMC artificial surface characterized in tire previous chapter is used as

the ground plane. The antenna directivities versus the air-gap height âr'e shown

in Figtrre 5.r7 of. each configuration, and compared against the cases where the

ft = 7.2 ilrn
b :6.5 nn¡
e : 5.5 ilun
f : 5.0 ttmt
g:J.0 nnr
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ground plane is ideal PtrC or PÀ4C surfaces. The TBN model has been usecl

to analyze their far-field properties. The corresponding graphs shorvn in Fig-

ures 5.17(a) and (b), are fbr the antennas having F,S^93 and F^9^9a superstrate,

respectively.

The resonance directivities and their corresponding air-gap height are listecl

in Tables 5.3 and 5.3, for the antennas using .FS,S3 and F,S,Sa superstrate. re-

spectively. A comparison between these results rerreals tìrat the one using

F,9,S3 superstrate gives rnore directivity. This is consistent rvith the theory

presented in [60,34], which states that the higher reflective superstrate pro-

vides higher directivity. On the other hand, the resonance directivity is less

sensitive to the air-gap height when the reflectivity of the FSS superstrate is

less. In another interpretation, the directivity bandwidth of the cavity reso-

nance antenna with lower-reflective FSS is wider. although its peak directivity

is lower.

Radiation patterns of the aforementioned antennas are sholvn in F-igure

5.18. As can l¡e seen, the main beam in tire antennas having F,9,93 superstrate

is narrower than the ones having F55a superstrate. This indicates the higher

directivity is achieved witir higher reflective superstrates. Another interesting

feature is using Al\,f C surfaces instead of conventional PEC ones âs the ground

plane in cavity resonance antenna in order to reduce the air-gap height bv

two times (almost À/4 instead of À12) which results in a compact antenna

design. This phenomenon has been proposed and studied in [6]. Fabricated

results have also been provided in [6,65]. However, in this work, the beneficial

impact of angular dependence of the ANÍC on directivity enhancement (Figure

5.18(b) and Table 5.4), over ideal PNIC ground plane is shown which is not

addressed in the iiterature. The reflection coefficient of an ANIC is 0" at the

normal incidence and may be different for other incident angles, whereas that
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Table 5.3: Resonance air-gap length a.nd their corlesponding maximurn dir-ectivities of the
cavity resonance antennas with different ground plane types and F,9S3 superstrate shown
in Figure details are siven in I'isure 5.1

Ground plane type Air-gap height (ll^o) Directivity (dBi)
AEC 0.4980 29.677
PBC 0.4980 24.45r
AMC 0.2500 25.822
PMC 0.2490 26.425

Cor

Table 5.4: Resouance air--gap length and their corr-esponding
cavity resonance antennas with different ground plarre tvpes

maxirnum dil'ectivities of the
and FSSa superstrate shorvn

in Figure 5.13. Uorresponding :ta.ils are siven in Fieure 5 7

Ground plane tvpe Air-gap height (l/Às) Directivity (dBi)
AEC 0.52 21.62
PBC 0.52 27.50
ANfC 0.25 19.13
PIVIC 0.25 16.52

of the PMC is 0o for all incident angles. In fact, according to the physical

description of the phenornenon based on ray tra,cing by [6, 60], the directivítv

is highiy dependent on the reflection phase of the FSS superstrate âs r.vell as the

ground plane. Flowever. the angular and polarization dependence has not been

considered in tireir analyses. The key point in this work is that the angular

and polarization dependencies of the reflection phases are very important in

achieving and controiling the high directivity. Whereas, the resonant length

is mainly determined by the reflection phases of the FSS superstrate and the

ground plane at normal incidence (Figure 5.17(b) and Table 5.4).
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5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, cavity resonance antennas with FSS superstrate and different

grouncl planes were investigated. To do so, the transverse equivalent netrvork

(TtrN) moclel fbr this class of antennas was introduced first. It can be seen that

using highly-reflective FSS superstrate is more versatile than high permittivitv

dielectric introduced in the previous chapter from the design point of vierv.

Also. liigher directivitv can be archived controlling the metallization of the

FSS unit cell.

The radiation properties of several antennas of this type were str"rdied.

First, highly-reflective FSS superstrate design and analysis v/ere considered.

Then. the cavity resonance antenn¿us with the designed FSS superstrate and

the PBC ground planes were investigated as the conventional case. Next, tìre

salle a,ntennas lvere studied when their ground planes were repla,ced PI,IC

surfaces. It rvas shown that the antennas having PMC ground plane have

lower profiles than their counterparts having PEC ground plane. However.

the directivities of the former cases were less than the latter ones almost 3 to

4 clB.

Designed AN,ICs in the previous chapter were employed as the ground plane

of the resonânce cavity antennas lvith the FSS superstrate, in this chapter.

Similar to the observation in the previous chapter, for two types of AIVÍ Cs, the

a,ntenna ìreight was reduced by a factor of two, while showing as high directivity

as their counterparts having PEC ground planes. Fabricated results, reported

in other works, also verify this theory [6,65]. For the other case, ihe high

clirectivity was not achieved. It was shown that this is due to the reflection

phase response of the ground plane versus incident angles.

Although reducing the antenna profile by half (using ANIc) was proposed

in [6]. the comparison between PÌVIC and AMC ground planes has not be ad-
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dressed previously. By this comparison, impact of the angular- and polarization-

depenclent AN,IC ground plane on far-field radiation properties was illustrated

to be the main contribution of this rvork.

F-inailv. cìual-band FSS superstrates were designed to be used along rvith

the ABC/AÌ\'IC ground planes in order to work in a dual-band high-gain dual

orthogonallv-polarized a,ntenna configuration. Using this new ground plane,

the pr-ofile of the antenn¿r is reduced to half in the AN¡f C mode. This new design

has the adva,ntage of reduced size over those presented in [54,66]. Also, it has

the advantage of a single-layer double-band FSS design over trvo-layer doubìe-

bancì FSS cìesign in [66].



Chapter 6

Surnmary and Directions for

F\rture Work

Artificial nagnetic conductors were introduced, designed, characterized and

extensivelv investigatecl in chapter 2. Using circuit and transmission line

models. the concept of artificial magnetic conductor w¿s illustrated. This

is an importa,nt contribution that helps the reader in better understanding

the high inpecla,nce surfäce phenomenon. Its implementation was also stud-

ied basecl on the conventional FSS structures backed by a ground plane. A

parametric studv lva.s performed, through extensive simulations, to investigate

the efl'ects of various parameters such as dielectric thickness, permittivity and

loss. netaìlic patcir and unit cell sizes, etc.. on refìection cha,racteristics of the

AN¡lCs. The observations. and contributions provide guidelines in designing

ANfC strr"rctures.

In chapter 3, artificial ground planes consisting of infinitely periodic metal-

lic gratings backed by a grouncled dielectric slab were introduced. This ar-

tifìci¿rl ground plane can function in two different modes, namely artificial

magnetic conductor (AI\4C) and artificial electric conductor (AEC), at differ-

773
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ent frequencies ancl for different polarizations. Three different methods were

implementecl to a.nalyze this structure. Two methods were based on modal

ex¡ra.nsion. one lrsing point-matching method and the other entire-domain sur-

fäce current ba.sis functions. Using only electric surface currents rather than

conventioual magnetic sttrface current for B-polarized was the contribution of

this part. As rvell. a code ba^secl on the method of moments was developed to

characterize this l<ind of structure. The above-lnentioned numerical methocìs

r'vere employed to design dual-mode artificial surfaces.

In Chapter'4. tìre transvelse equivalent network (TtrN) model was extended

to the cavity resonance antenna.s rvith altificial ground plane and multilayer

dielectric superstrate to analyze such antennas. This investigation resulted

in the lorv-profile high-gain a.ntenna design. Using the TtrN model analvsis

cilcumvents the computational complexity of the full wave a,nalysis of such

antennas. Yet. far-field anteura, properties can be predictecl with good accu-

ra,cv. Ilorvever. the most important contribution in this chapter, and actually

in this tìresis, is to vividly illustrate the importance of the eflects of the angu-

lar and polalization dependency of the artificial ground planes in the antenra

perfortnauce. Using TBN moclel. the medium parameters and artificial grouncl

plane impedance surfaces are interpreted as the transmission lines and load

impedances. respectively. Ail of these palameters are both polarization and

angular dependent. This dependencv can be clearlv observed in the trans-

mission line formulations provided in Chapter 4. In this manner, the TEN

model gives an excelient insight which cannot be found in the ftrll-rvave anal-

ysis model. As r,vell, to the hnolvledge of this author, none of the available

sofïlvare packages can simulate infinite impedance surfaces in the presence of

the excitation source to date. Nor any of them can simulate infinite Pl\4C

plane. \\¡ith the simple formulations of TEN. one can get adequate insights
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into the understancling of tìre physics behind the phenomenon and the impor-

tance of the surface impeclance characteristics as rvell as enough information to

be able to estimate the fär-field properties of a cavity resoìlance antenna. The

accuracy of the estima,tion r'va"s checl<ecì through fern' examples. As r,vas sholvn

in Chaptel 4, angular ancl polarization dependency of the reflection coeffìcient

phase of the surface impecìances contribute a lot to ultimate perfbrrnance of

the antennas.

Cavity resonance antenna with highlv-reflective FSS superstra.te artificial

ground plane was discussed in Chapter 5. As before. the TtrN model was ex-

tendecl to such cavity resorìance antennas. A dual-band FSS rva.s designed and

used as the superstrate of a dual-band orthogonallv-polarized compact high-

gain antentra. It is worthwhile to emphzusize again that the ma.jor contribution

of this chapter is to sho'"v the impact of the angular and polarization depen-

dency of the sulfâce impedance of the ground plane and reflection coefficient

of the FSS superstra,te layet' in the the performance of the designed antenna.

One of the main contribr-rtions in tiris thesis is to illustrate the effect of the

reflection phase properties of the Al\,ICs versus incident angles through plenty

of design examples. In both Chapters 4 and 5, it was shor,vn that demon-

strating reflection phase of zero deglee at normal incidence is not sufficient

for the AÀ4C to perform properly. Another important contribution was the

effect of polarization dependencv. Radiation patterns in E- and l{-planes are

proportional to the induced V7¡a and þ6 voltages on the electric Hertzian

dipole. Hence, polarization dependence of the ground plane play an impor-

tant role to shape the radiation patterns. To the knowledge of author, these

issues have not been previously addressed in the literature. It rvas the TEN

model simulations that facilitatecl the insight to observe these pìrenomenâ.

The term AEC rvas used for the firsL time fbr the surfaces rvith reflection
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coeffìcient close to 180' and magnitude of unity in this r,r'orlç. This is a coun-

terpart of AN,ÍC (sr:rface close to AN,IC) a,lreadv used in the literatur-e. An

artificiaì surface consisting of conducting grating backed bv a grounded slab

was stuclied based on its reflection coefficient phase. It rvas shown that this

surface can act in two clifferent modes clepending on the polarization of the ap-

plied field. Then. this surfäce was employed as the ground plane of lhe cavity

resonance anlennas to clesign a compact dual-band clual orthogonally-polarizecì

antenna. This design has novelty over tÌrose presentecl in [54, 66] in terms of

conpactness and functionality of the ground plane. Also. a highly-reflective

dual-band FSS was designed in a single layer to be usecl as the superstrate. It

is au advantage for the FSS to be designed in a single layer rathel tha,n two

layers as presented in [66].

The main technique that was used to extract the properties of the an-

tenna in the far-field was the TtrN. The description of the TEN rnodel can be

learned collectivelv fiom [46. 12] and for the sake of brevit,v was not broright

in tliis thesis. This method was first introduced by Jackson and Alexopoulos

[12] for the superstrate-substrate structures. As clearly stated in [12]. this

method circurnvents the complexity of tedious calculation of Green's function

method done by the same researchers in [11] lvithout loss of any information,

and retrieving the same resuits. This method ìater was nsed by Yang and

Alexopoulos for multilayer structures [45]. The TEN model rvas extended for

the structnres rvith partially reflective surfäces (PRSs) superstrates by Zhao

et a,1. in [34, 67, 62). The validity of the model has been c]reclçed in the

Iiterature. The results obtained using TBN model has been compared ivith

lvloNI-CAD software package (Itr3D) in [a6]. r,vith another lVIol\4-CAD software

package (Ansoft Designer) in [5a] and with FBN4-CAD sofirvare package (An-

soft I{FSS) in [67], and in ali cases good agreements have been achieved. As
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well. the TBN results have been compared lvith those obtained by an in-house

I\,foN4 in [34, 61. 62] and leaky wave analysis in l+7]1, and in all cases good

agreements irave been achieved. Horvever, to the knowleclge of this author. the

TtrN has soure shortcomings that are summarized as follor,r's.

1) It can only predict far-field properties of the antenna such as directivitv

and far-fielcl racliation patterns [46].

2) Unlike the firil-wave analyzers. it cannot give any infbrmation of the

input impecìance of the antenna [46].

3) When it is used in the presence of the periodic stmctnre such as Þ-SS

or ANIC. the periodicity, unit cell size and climensions of the meta,llizations

used in the unit cells must be small compared to the wavelength. Unit cell

size of less than half-rvavelength has been recommencled in [3a]. rvhich was

used throughout this thesis for all cases. The smaller the unit cell size. the

more accurate will be the TEN, since it considers the surface collectively as an

integrated surface. The advantage of maintaining the periodicitl, to less than

half wavelength is the transition of non-specular waves into evanescent waves.

This also prevents grating lobes to be produced. Smaller size of the periodicity

in both FSS and Ai\dC reduces the coripling of ihe evanescent modes between

these t"vo, as well.

The application of AIVIC or- other artificial ground planes in the cavity

resonance antenna has been verified by showing the good agreement betlveen

simulation and measurement results in the literature [6,65]. From [6.65]. one

can understand that la,rge nurnber of unit cells will cause the alignment of the

source to be insignificant in antenna performance. Both wire and microstrip

patch antenna source verifies this assertion [6, 65].

Considering the previous statements. the fbllowing future u'ork is proposed.
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6.1 F\rture work regarding chapter 2

I\4any different metallizations can be used to procluce AN,ICs. depending on the

applications. These surfaces can be designed using metìrocl of moment in con-

junction with an appropriate optimization method snch as genetic algorithm

similar to the one introduced in [31].

In-house NfoNI can be developed to be able to anal¡1ze periodic structules

consisting of both metallic patches and lumped elements simnltaneously. This

option does not exist in the available N4oNI-GAD sofiwa,re package (Ansofi

Designer). Impiementing such an option in an in-house code. one is able to

extend the application of the artificial surfaces to fi-equency-agile or reconfig-

urable microwave structures and antennas.

6.2 Future viork regarding chapter 3

N{odal analvsis with entire domain basis function expansions of currents lvas

implemented to extract reflection properties of infinitely long rnetallic gratings

backed bv a grounded dielectric slab in two principle planes, namely ó :
0 and d : 180". This analysis method can be extendecl to anv arbitrary

incident angle and polarization. This can be a noticeable contribution over

the one introduced in [38] in terms of using eiectric surface cnrrent in both

perpendicular and parallel directions to the metalìic strips.

Incorporating ohmic and dielectric losses in the N,Iofuf of modal expansion

formulations and its impact on antenna performance are interesting tasks that

can be done in the future.
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6.3 Future work regarding chapter 4

Bandwidtli analysis over a frequency range can be pelfbrrnecl for the antennas

introduced in chapter 5. This is an important study to characterize clirectivity-

bandlvidth of the cavity resonance antennas.

It would be very interesting if an Al\4C ground plane can be designed.

through an optimization process to maximize an ¿rntenna property such as

directivity. The procedlrre can be done as foilows. At first, an optimiza,tion

method is applied to the TBN model to find impeclance Zr which optimizes

the desired parameter, e.g., directivity. Then. this surface can be synthesized

using a N4oM-CAD in conjunction with an optirnization tool.

6.4 F\rture work regarding chapter 5

The same recornmenclations as the ones presented in the previous section can

be applied for Chapter 5 as well.

6.5 Generalization of the theory

Generalization of the idea of using different reactive impedance surfäces f'or

electromagnetic structures, such as high or lolv impeclance surfaces discussed

in this thesis, can be presented as follows.

Generaily, the antenna performance is evaluated based on parameters such

as radiation patterns, directivity, polarization and input impedance. For mi-

crowave components such as cavity resonator, resonance frequency and qualitv

factor are important features. Wave number and characteristic impedance are

two important parameters for transmission lines. These parameters are fun-

damentally related to the solutions of the llelmholtz equation satisfied for the
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pertâining boundary conditÍons of their corresponding medium. For exa,n-

ple, radiation patterns are related to the far-field electric field components

rvhich are the solution of the wave equations in unbounded region. Fielcl po-

larizations are obtained based on the direction of the electric fields. Resonant

frequencies of a cavity resonator or wave number of a waveguide are related

to the eigen-values of the Flelmìroltz equation in their corresponcling bounclecl

regions. Owing to this fact. one can select the proper bounclary conditions

to achieve the desirable solution for the 
"vave 

equations rather than choosing

different shapes of the microwave components or antennas or using different

materials inside the region a.s performed in the conventional methocls.

On the other hand, the boundary conditions in applied electromagnetics

area are represented by surface impedances. Perfect electric conductor is the

nost well-known boundary condition in electromagnetics on which the tan-

gential component of the electric field is zero. The surface impedance of the

perfect electric conductor is zero. In fact, good conductors such as copper or

siìver ca,n simulate this boundary condition very well in the practical applica-

tions.

Now, with the dawn of the nelv area of metamaterial surfaces, researchers

are able to simulate high impedance surfaces using periodic structures as op-

posed to the low impedance snrfaces found in nature. Artificial magnetic

conductors can also be synthesized versus conventional electric conductors.

Artificial surfaces can be polarization and angular dependent, i.e., they can

have dyadic surface impedance. Bmploying these kinds of surfaces can sig-

nificantlv be beneficial in micror,vave component and antenna design. Design,

synthesis and fabrication of such surfaces have been thoroughly investigated in

this thesis. Their application in efficient high-gain planar antennas was vividly

illustrated, as well. However, the impedance surfaces are not limited to the
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Figure 6.1: A typical sclìematic of a region and sulface irnpeda.nce bounda.r'y conclitions
relating electric and rnagnetic sut'face culrents.

high or low impedance. For some applications, a reactive slrrface impedance,

for some value in between of lolv and high impedances, may optimize the de-

sirable parameter under study. These impedance surfaces can be frequency,

angular and polarization dependent. In general for each freqr,rency the surface

impedance is a dyadic. This will include all other dependencies.

In summary, as mentioned above, solution of the Helmholtz equation in

conjunction with the boundary conditions. determines the fields, modes, reso-

nant frequencies. etc. of the region under study. A typical schematic of such

a region is shown in Figure 6.1. As shown, the surface impedance relates the

electric and magnetic surface cnrrents on the bounclary. Therefore, choosing

appropriate impedance boundary conditions. one is able to vary the surfâce

currents on the boundary, resulting in controlling of the radiation fields, exist-

ing modes or other electromagnetic properties of interest i¡r the corresponding

electromagnetic system.

M,(r") = Z 
"(r").(J,(r, ) x å)



Appendix A

Decornposition of the field

expressions to TE and TM

rnodes

According to [28], any field can be decornposed to a fixed direction in space.

In this appendix the notation of l2B] is used for TÌVI and TE modes.

Assuming the magnetic vector is chosen as

A : cî,"tþo

tlre corresponding TM to y (TIuf) field is given bv

, - !ô"þ" ,, - -õúoDT----;----- ftî- --';-
A Ordll Oz

r.a2
"" 

: 
i,( ur, * k'){o ¡7', : o

r;, Iô'rþ,, u _ðrþoI)z: =-;--T Ltz: -ã- (4.2)
lJ dAdz or

(A 1)

TB2
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Assuming the magnetic vector is chosen as

F : tîrtþÍ

tlre corresponding TE to V (f Er) freld is given by

E,:

!0'',þ¡
2 ôyôr

+ k2)lþ¡

!ô',þ¡
2 0y0z

(A.3)

(A 4)

(A.5)

E1 0'þ¡
Lr 

- 
--]-
ctz

Eu:0 [{,t :

H,:
LA2_t-
2\ Arz

H":

wlrere g : jue and 2 : ja¡1,. Taking the spatial Fourier transform of equation

4.2, the field expressions in spectral domain, for TM to y mode, are given by

_ôtþ¡
ðr

1-: -;lírkuuþo Hr:
4t

E,

Eu

E,

- jk,,¡"

Êa: o

: jk,ú"

wlrere Ty'o is the Fourier transform of rþ" and k,, kn and k" are propagation

constants in r, y and z directions, respectively, and ,b is the wave number.

Tahing the spatial Fourier transform of equation 4.4, the field expressions in

spectral domain, for TE to y mode, are given by
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: j k.tþ¡

-0

E,

E,

E" : -jkr1þ¡

T-1,:

-iH,: :(k2"z

É,:

1_
ikrr,rþ t" 

, n. 
=- kr' )!t t

1_
1k,,k,4, ¡
?'

(A 6)

(^.7)

(A B)

r'vlrere y'y is the Fourier transf'orm of þ¡.

Given electric and magnetic fields in the y direction and using the above-

mentioned expressions, oìre can obtain the expressions for the fields in the x

direction as f'ollows.

ñ -- 
k,,k' p - 'ttk, ,ur - k, _ krr"', k, _ k,,r"tt

O_aek"r_k,k,tlnr. : jT- t 2t:'u i L;--i 2ñutu -ùy * -n!1



Appendix B

Method of Mornent Analysis

In this section method of moment analysis of electromagnetic scattering

bv a periodic strip grating on a grouncled clielectric slab, shorvn in Figure

8.1. for arbitrary plane incident wave is presented. The extracted reflection

ptoperties using this method is ernployed to characterize impedance surface of

tlris perioclic structure for both TE' andTX[" polarizations, and fbr various

incicìent angles. The impedance surface is in turn used in TEN model of the

cavity resonance antenna presented in the next section to extract its far-field

r-adiation properties.

8.1 Expansion of Electric Strip Currents into

Entire-Domain Basis F\rnctions

Tìre x-directed electric surface current clensity over the Oth strip of the periodic

conducting strips array is expressed as

J,(z,y) - ¿-ik'or"-j*vv f aof,r(r), for lrl S ¿,
P:o
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(B 1)
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Clonductor

Dielectr-ìc Subsh.ate
Peliodic Conrlucting Strips

Figure 8.1: Peliocìic strip glating on a. grounded dielectric slab

Jr(r,ll) : s-il-"'or"-i¡.,v I br.frr(r), for lrl < ¿"
p:0

(B 2)

where phase variations along x and y are defined with respect to the origin.

Due to the periodicity in the x direction and according to Floquet's theorem

corresponding phase constant in the x direction can be represented into a

discrete form as

k,^ : ke sin(9s) cos(/¡) + 
2J3 

(8.3)
4,,

rvhere á¡ and /¡ deterrnines the direction of the incident wave. The phase



propâgation a,long the y direction is

kr, : kosin(á6) sin(ó¡).

The surfa,ce culrent can be expanded into a product of

functions and a frinction satisf'ying edge condition [a0]. Tire

tions are selectecl as the ones introclucecl in [38. 68], i.e.

787

(B 4)

a series of cosine

proper basis func-

(8.5)

(B.B)

t,,@) : ,1, - Çrur "o"{f ç, *ln

f,,(r) : l,E 1'*J-' (r)'.or(fl1' + kll (8.6)' 
LV 

t 
'¿,. ' l l,. t'" ' 2)''

The Fourier tra,nsfbrm of the pth x- or y-directed surface current basis

function .f",(r) is signified * .ñ(k,,) and ca,lcnlatecl as

¡t' /2
.f ",çk,,¡ 

: ¡ Í'",(r)"ik,,"tlr, (B 7)
J _r". /2

wlrere s can be r or y. Thus, the Fourier transform of eqs. (8.5) and (8.6)

are

1,Q,,):+lt-rrffi.m]

Ç,{r,,,):+leVnreJl}!:l * t,r*)] (B e)

The Fourier transforms of the surface currents presented above, are where

in the next part. where spectral cÌomain a,nalysis is studied.
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Spectral Electric F ield Radiated by Spec-

tral Basis Electric Strip Current

Upon Fourier transforming the electric surface current discussed above, into

the spectral k, domain, 'uve have

N", Nr¡

i Qt, -) : d, t nr.l, çk,,,,,) -t,í,, I tt rfi , {tt,,,,,),P:o 
Trt': "1'lt'o'1""

(8.10)

This surface current corresponds to the discrete spectrum of the periodic

structure. fne fr(n',.) serves as the cìriving excitation for the grounded

dielectric bare slab without the strips. The spectral field racliated by this

spectral basis strip current (locatecì in the laver above the slab) into the region

above the groundecl substrate is obta,ined fì'om the numerica,l Greell's function

of the unloaded multiiayer structure [69, 70]. i.e.

l;;(u,.,) : 4, T,(,(,"", ). (8.11)

where the tr subscript may denote either x or y component of the spectral

E-field, and the superscript J" signifies the type and component of the excita-

tion current. The superscript of the Green's function õ indicates the current

source type and component. whiie the sr-rbscript represents the field tvpe and

component.
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Spatial Electric F ield Radiated by Entire

Strip Array

Due to the periodicitv along x rvith period dr. the inverse transfbrm from

spectral k" to spatial x domain only requiles a sununation over discrete spectral

componeuts defined in eq. (8.4). Hence. the inverse transform of the spectral

electric field of eq. (11.13) is written as

tLE!." :1\-,t.L
1n

la,n'l;tn,..) + a,,îfiQr,,-)] e-ir"". '

m:-...-1.0. 1.."

(8.12)

(r3.13)

where û. denotes 'transverse' components. The snllmation perf'orms through

all integers of m. In fäct. eq. (8.13) constitutes the spatial transverse com-

ponent of the electric field radiated by the s-clirectecl spatial pth basis strip

current f",(r) Bventually, the total transverse spatial electric field radiated

by both electric curr-ent cornponents -/" and J,, is expressed as

N, N?

uE;|," : d,Ð ort!,î + ôrÐbrll,i
p=O p=O

8.4 Spectral trxcitation Current Source and

its Radiated Electric Field

Depending on the polarization of the incidenL plane wave on the strip array.

different types of spectral excitation current sources are entaiied. Let this

excitation current source be denoted generally by î-"'r. wìrere K canbe either

./ (electric) or izl (magnetic), and the subscript can be either x or y labeling the
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componerlt of the current- In tìre sanre marner as was shown in eq. (8.11)),

the spectral electric field r¿rdiated by this excitation sollrce is expressed zrs

îl - r't(. -Ltu -u",,,.Kii (8.14)

evaluated at (k. : kro, k,: Æ,ro), being the folcing r.r,avenumber of the incicient

plane wave, constituting the funclanentai Þ-loqriet mode as well. The spatial

fielcl is correspondingly

tLEl,'' : (O,Ut * OrU:f) s-ik,ox. (8.15)

rvhich is in the form of the excitation plane -"va,ve pertaining to a single (fïn-

damental) Floquet mode. This source field is determinable rvith a l<nown

excitation current f;-1;.

The total spatial electric field in the region a,bove the strip arrav is ulti-

mately rn¡ritten as

Elf':E;þ+8i," (8.16)

8.5 Galerkin Weighting of Boundary Condi-

tion

The boundary condition requires the component of the total electric field tan-

gential to the PEC strips to vanish on the strip surface (at z:0). Applving

this boundary condition zeroth strip results in

E::'GI:1z1Ll:o2 - - 2/
(8.17)
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Upon performing Galerkin u'eiglrting. a total number of eqr-rations that equals

the number of unknown coefficients of the basis firnctions expanding the strip

currents are generated. This s-ystem of equa.tion ca,n l¡e ca.st into a matrix

equation;

lzl[i]: [v) (8.18)

r,vhere the matrices involveci in eq. (8.18) are defined as follows. The eiements

of lZl are determÍned as

î,8;" s f ,o(r)d,r, (8.1e)

where z is the transverse direction ancl consisting of both x and y directions. s

is the direction of the current basis function and can be either x or y. The ele-

ments of [1-] are unknown curreut basis function coefficients and are determinecl

AS

t-
l2

2ot¡ 
- I" .lt.

2

A,ç¡

:

l¡l : aN.

bg

i

bN,

(8.20)

(8.21)

N,+N,/+2

The elements of [V] can be cìeterminecl as

t-.
l2

Vq : - L ttD:,:. sf",(r)dr
, t-

2
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